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ESTABLISHED 1^75
PUBLISHED WEEKLY
ACCEPT AND D E P E N D T H E

$1.25 the Y E A R
IN ADVANCE.

ABOUT TOWN NOTES.

THE DEATH ROLL.

:LEGISLATION APPROVED BY

RAIN! RAIN! ! RAIN! ! !—A WEEK
WASHINGTON CHAT
NEWS FROM TRAPPE.
Harrisburg,
July
22.
—
Governor
COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS.
GOVERNOR
SPROUL.
OF RAIN AND FLOODS.
Miss Cora L. Hunsicker was a guest
Albert Casselberry, formerly of William C. Sproul has signed the
Up to the.present time Congress
at the Hotel Elbeson, Atlantic City, Lower Providence died on Wednesday
has
seen
fit
to
pretty
well
side-step
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Moyer have re
Harrisburg, July 21.—Governor ‘ Tuesday of last week _ was St.
bill providing for a system of State
Morris D. Witwer, of Reading, was
last week.
evening of last week at the Lazarene “rewards” to townships for the con Sproul tonight approved 17 bills pass Swithin’s day. On that day rain ber the problem as to what can be done, turned home after spending some
drowned when a jboat in which he was
if
anything,
to
put
a
curb
on
the
con
Home,
Philadelphia,
aged
91
yearsr
time
in
Fagleysville.
Miss Bernice Wagner, of Reading,
struction and improvement of town ed by the Legislature, including the gan falling and has -kept on falling
fishing near Cape May Point founder
spent the week end with Rev. and Funeral on Sunday. Interment at ship roads, and for the erection and Brady bill fixing the salaries of the about half the time until this writing tinued high cost of living. Leaders of
ed in a squall.
Miss
Helen
Shuler
is
spending
ten
both parties have more or less ignored
Dower Providence Baptist ceritetery; construction of township bridges, in Municipal Judges in Philadelphia and
Mrs. C. D. Yost.
—Tuesday a. m,, July 22, and just the m atter or have their hands so full days at Camp Nepahwin, the High
One-fourth of Mrs. Emma C.
undertaker, J. L. Bechtel.
the
Judges
of
the
County
Court
of
townships
of
the
second
class.
An
now
it
is
pouring
down.
A
whole
School Y. W. C. A. Camp in New March’s $15,000 estate as bequeathed
Dr.' S. D. Cornish spent Thursday
of
other
business
that
they
.have
not
Allegheny
county.
The
new
act
fixes
aprpopriation of $1 ,000,000 will be
York.
> to Trinity Reformed Church, Pottsweek of heavy raining, the like of
in Atlantic City.
been inclined to tackle, legislatively,
Christian W. Allebach died on Sun available beginning. December 1 , 1919. the salary of the President Judge of
which has not been experienced for
Mrs. John Wagenr and daughter, towri, as a memorial to her family.
Mr. A. H. Francis was on a fishing day at his home in Schwenksville, The new law takes the place of that the Philadelphia Municipal Court at many a year. According to the old the problem of the soaring cost of ex
trip to Pike county over the Week end. aged 92 years. Funeral on Thursday which provided for bonuses of*50 per $8500 a year. The other Judges of superstition if it rains on St. Swithin’s istence. But now they are waking up, Dorothy, spent a few days with Mr.
Tom Black, a Pottstown colored
beginning to realize that they are up and Mrs. M. B. Schrack.
at 1.30 p., m. at the Schwenksville
man with; a poor aim, fired five times
A number of the employees of the Mennonite church. Interment ,in Sal cent, of the amount expended by the two Courts will receive annual day there will be rain every day for against a really serious matter, yet
Mr. Ernest Kauffman has recently with an old-fashioned horse pistol at
forty days. With thirty-three days neither Democrats nor Republicans
Collegeville Flag Company motored to ford Mennonite cemetery; undertaker, townships for road work, not exceed salaries of $8000.
Other bills approved:
ing $20 per mile.
more of rain and flood there would be want to take the initiative, although undergone an operation for appen a would-be burglar without scoring
Philadelphia on Wednesday to view F. W. Shalkop.
once.
The Ganz bill, authorizing Judges of great need for arks and boats and the
dicitis at the Pottstown Hospital.
By the terms of the new law State
the remains of Mr. Harry Mannal, a
both sides admit that if things keep
the
orphans’
Court
in
counties'
of
utilization
of
room
on
hill
tops.
Those
Highway
Deaprtment
will
pay
re
former employee of the Company.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kramer, of
Mr. Oscar Tyson has left the em
on as they have been going the coun
CHILD SMOTHERED.
wards when work by the township has 1,500,000 population to appoint five who believe in the St. Swithin super try will demand an accounting in the ploy of Mr. S. S. Tyson and has Reading, celebrated their golden wed
Mr. and Mrs. ’Ralph Ashenfelter, of
clerks.
,
stition may well chuckle, even though next campaign for Congress and will moved to Royersford. Mr. Bechtel ding anniversary.
The four-month-old son of Mr. and been completed and inspected. Re
1 Philadelphia, spent the week end with
The bill which reorganizes the they get their feet wet. /
wards will be granted by the Com
Mrs.
A.
M.
Pearstine,
of
Perkiomen
hold one or the other of the two po has entered Mr. Tyson’s employ.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ashenfelter.
Falling off a farm wagon Abraham
Workmen’s Compepsation Board. The
On Monday afternoon there was a litical parties responsible. In fact,
Bridge, was smothered on Wednesday monwealth for improvements of the measure increases' the salary- of the
Mr. and Mrs. George Baldwin spent S.chwenk, of Graterford, ruptured an
Miss Anna Mars, of St. Clare, is of last week. The mother had nursed following nature:
veritable deluge and before night the the “folks back home,” an expression
some time with Frank Ruth and fam artery in one arm.
spending some time with Dr. and the infant and placed him on a bed, . Grading and draining a section of secretary, creates a position 'as as Perkiomen’ and tributary streams
used
by
Congressmen
in
Washington
ily
last week.
sistant
secretary
and
increases
the
Mrs. J. S. Miller.
were greatly swollen, all the lowlands when they speak of the people in their
Swallowing poison in mistake for
taking a pillow and placing it also on road not less than half a mile long number of referees from 10 to 14.
being
submerged.
The
water
fell
dur
graveling
or
cindering
a
graded
and
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Bertolet and .headache tablets, Mrs. Charles E.
Mr. Ralph Miller and Mrs. Chris the bed to keep the child from rolling
respective
districts,
are
already
writ
The McCaig bill, providing for the
tian Bauer and children are spending off. When she left the room the baby drained road not less than half a mile manufacture or distillation and sale ing the night and rose again Tuesday ing some letters to the lawmakers apd Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Moyer spent Sun Wilson died in a Reading hospital.
morning by reason of another deluge asking them sopje very pointed ques day with Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Price»
in
length;
for
macadamizing
a
road
or
the week at Mt. Pocono.
was apparently sound asleep. Ten
Twenty-five per cent, of the Berks
for constructing a concrete, brick or of ethyl alcohol for medical, scientific, in the early morning horus.
minutes
later
the
grandmother
of
the
tions as to why things are as they of Collegeville/
county wheat crop still in the fields
mechanical,
commercial
and
other
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Ebert and family
Great damage has been wrought by are and why conditions are not being
baby visited the room, the mother bituminous surfaced road of not less lawful purposes and providing for the
One of the trolley’ stops in this bor has been ruined by'the rain.
spent Sunday in Oaks.
the week of rain. Thousands upon improved. But the Congresman can
hiding gone out, and she found the than a half mile in length; for the issuance of licenses.
ough has been changed to §emnd
Falling down stairs, Paul Schlegel
thousands
of
bushels
of
wheat
lying
erection
and
construction
of
bridges
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Keel, of Phil child’s face buried in the pillow and
,
The auxiliary game preserve bill, in sheaves have become unfitted for not make a very satisfactory reply. avenue.
of New Berlinville, dislocated a shoul
adelphia, spent Sunday with Mr. and he was breathing with great diffi three feet or more span, constructed
He has his own views, but he has not
which permits the Game Commission
Messrs. E. G. Brownback and Wal der blade—the third time within five
Mrs. Philip Getty.
culty. Dr. Horning was summoned of concrete or stone or a combination to receive tracts of between 250 and the making of flour. In many in heard from his party leaders as to
stances,
the
wheat
is
sprouting.
It
is
lace Hoyer attended the funeral of years.
of
concrete'
and
stone,
or
a
steel
and
diagnosed
the
case
as
one
of
what
stand
th£y
are
going
to
take.
Miss Ruth Walt, of Philadelphia,
bridge with a floor constructed of ma 4000 acres for game preserves and believed there will be a loss of 40 pet Naturally he does not want to see any Mrs. Clara Garrison at Kenton, Del.,
While pouring metal into a frame
spent the week end at the home of her suffocation. The child died shortly terials approved by the State High prescribing the procedure.
cent of good wheat in Montgomery stand taken that would tend to lower on Thursday.
cast
to make sinkers for fish lines,
after
the
doctor’s
arrival.
The
fu
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Walt.
By an amendment to the school code
neral was held on Thursday. Inter way Department; and for the pur approved by the Governor, school di county. Similar reports come from wages, yet he knows full \^ell that
Mr. Jacob Miller spent Thursday George Root, of Pottstown, was badly
other counties. The oats crop, not yet
Mr. and Mrs. Harry ^Monyon, of ment in a cemetery below Norristown. chase and installation of culvert and
burned in the eyes.
rectors of fourth-class districts may cut, has also been greatly damaged high wages make the high cost of liv with his brother in East Greenville.
drain pipe.
Roxborough, spent the week end with
ing
to
some
extent.
There
must
be
Because he cannot Be found the
Mrs. John Fry and daughters, of
The'rewards are to equal 33 1-3 per reduce the period of compulspry at Much of it is lodged and tangled. The other reasons, however, that enter in
Miss Ella Grubb.
REUNION OF SIXTEENERS’
cent, of the cost of the proposed im tendance for pupils “ 12 years of age growing corn is< also being damaged to the problem, and to this end Con Akron, Ohio, are spending a few share of George Morris Henning, of
Mrs. Louis Muche and daughters,
provements, not to exceed certain or more to not less than 70 per cent, The ground is so soaked with rain gress must pull itself together and do weeks with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Reading, in his mother’s estate, has
ASSOCIATION.
Lillie and Thressa, and son, Henry,
been turned over to the Court.
A. H. Detwiler.
of the school term-*’ Another pro and the corn has grown so fast the
sums.
something that will at .least afford
spent the week end in Philadelphia.
The annual reunion of the SixteenAll of these rewards will be based vided that compensation of school past 10 dayjs that_the weight of it partial relief, without encroaching
George Rabert,.of New Tripoli, lost,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Theodore
Abele
and
Miss Julia Miller, of St. Claire ers’ Association of the Chester on roads the improvement for which treasurers in second, third and fourth in many fields is taking the corn dqwn upon wages. So just now official daughter, Rev. and Mrs. C. C. Snyder his life when a truck on which he was
spent several days of last week with Springs Soldiers’ Orphans’ School, is to be a width not less than sixteen classes shajl not exceed 2 per cent, of and a wind would flatten it to the Washington and .the country in gen and Mrs. H. H. Snyder, of Reading, riding was struck by a Reading en
Chester county, will bp held on Sat feet; and a corresponding reduction the amount qf funds paid out on groupd,
Dr. and Mrs. J. S. Miller.
era} is keeping its eyes on Congress, visited Rev. W. O. Fegely and family gine at Kempton.
urday, August 2. Then the sons and or addition in the amount of the re school orders and that no compensa
Miss Emma Heffelfinger,. of Nor daughters of the deceased soldiers of
eager to see which party will come on Sunday.
The Herbert Hosiery Company, of
tion shall be allowed on account of
INTOXICANTS IN HOMES
ristown, was the week end guest of the civil war will assemble at their ward will be made as the width of any balance.
to the front and start to tackle the
Conshohocken, is making arrange
Mr.
W
irren
Poley
had
the
misfor
the improved road is increased or re
problem that the people want solved. tune to receive lacerations of the chin ments to double the capacity of its
Miss Ruth Miller.
SANCTIONED.
old school grounds and indulge in the duced; but no reward shall be made
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bordner and exchange of memories of school days for the improvement of any road less
Will the United States lose out in on Thursday while attending to work plant and employ 400 hands.
Washington,
D.
C..
July
21.—1
T
he
CHEAPER BREAD?
and
enjoy
the
fellowships
of
those
of
the
supremacy of air control ? It is around the bam.
family and Mr. and Mrs. George
Edin D. Reiter has been elected for
Prohibition Enforcement bill, drastic
than twelve feet w ide/
“No law should be passed specific provisions and all, was adopted to beginning to. look that way to govern
Bordner and family were the week days gone by, A large attendance of
Mr, Herman Wischman and Mr. the thirty-seventh year treasurer of
ally
stating
that
quantity
of
an
article
the Sixteeners is anticipated. Men(
end guests of Mr and Mrs Bordner.
the Marlboro School Board in Mont
day, section 'by section, by the House, ment officials in Washington. The re
STO R M I N N O R R IS T O W N .
of merchandise which can or cannot bqt a man’s right to store Jiquor in cent successful trips across the At Wm. F. Fisher and family, of Phila gomery county.
and women of note, as well as of tal
delphia,
spent
Saturday
and
Sunday
Miss Bertha Gristock is spending ent, are in evidence among the Six A wind storm unroofed Watts Wool be sold,” said Governor Sproul in
the week at Camp Nepauliwin, Can teeners, and when intermingled on en Mills along the Schuylkill River at vetoing the bill making it unlawful to his home stood up against all attacks, lantic, by both aeroplane and dirig at the home of Mrs. H. A. Mathieu.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob R. Schell, of
1Oh the final count only three votes ible, under British colors, may bring
ton, Pa.
Misses Helen T. Miller and Miriam Pottstown, celebrated their golden
that day no distinction is observed Norristown, Tuesday, but none of tile make or sell a loaf of bread weighing were recorded in favor qf an amend Congress to a realization of its duties
They come from every section of the hundreds of employees was hurt. less than a pound. “There are thou ment to make heme possession of and wake up others to the fact that Hendricks were visiting in town on wedding anniversary.
Joint Sunday School Picnic.
Deputy County Commissioner W.
State, as well as different parts of the Several hundred dollars’ worth of sands of people who do not want to intoxicants unlawful.
we are lagging far behind. During Sunday,
purchase
a
loaf
of
bread
weighing
a
damage
was
done.
Hundreds
of
trees
country
at
large.
The Sunday schools of Trinity Re
Owing to the continued rains it be M. Hagginbotham, of Mont Clare, has
After all perfecting amendments the war we quickly pushed to the
were uprooted and scarcely any es pound, as they may not use that quan had been adopted and others designed front in production and development came necessary to postpone the fes announced tnat he is a Republican
formed church, Collegeville, St. Luke’s
caped some damage. /Fruit trees es tity within a certain time and the un t o , make the bill less severe were of aircraft, but now we are sliding tival of the SL-Luke’s Club for two candidate for Commissioner of Mont
church, Trappe, and the Reformed
NEW COUNTY BRIDGES.
pecially Were badly hurt, the fruit be used portion will become stale,” con bowled over in a chorus of *‘noes, backward as quickly as we advanced. weeks. All tickets that were sold will gomery county.
church, Skippack, will unite in holding
J. W. H. Gottshalk, of Perkiomen ing stripped off. Especially severe tinued the Governor. “If a small loaf an attempt was made to adjourn over At one time Congress appropriated be good on August 2.
their annaul picnic on the campus of
A new disease, called by State ex
Ursinus College next Saturday was the successful bidder for three was the blow dealt to the fine old of bread is obtainable it gives an op night. This prevailed, but there was one billion dollars on airships and all
perts, the leaf roller, has attacked Le
Don’t
forget
the
Augustus
Luther
portunity
to
the
purchaser
to
obtain
shade
trees
surrounding
the
Friends
new county bridges, proposals for
July 26.
a demand for a roll-call, and the pro that went with them, but now it re
a loaf of fresh bread oftener. There hibition forces, summoned from all fuses to spend 4,000,000 to retain in League festival on July 26. Prepara high county potato fields and State
which were opened Monday by the Meeting House on Swede street.
agricultural agent are fighting it.
Henry .Cóle took refuge from the are many bakers who are awaiting sides by their leaders, piled into the operation two plants in which it has tions are being made on a large scale.
County Commissioners. He got the
Ice Cream Festival.
Falling down cellar at her home in
the
opportunity
to
make
a
good
small
storm
in
Custer
station
of
the
Stony
contract for a reinforced concrete
Services in the Old Lutheran
chamber in sufficient numhers to keep already invested many millions of the
An ice cream festival will be held bridge over Schlegel’s creek, in New Creek Railroad. During the storm loaf of bread that can be sold for 5 the House in session tonight for the billion dollars. Many private manu Church on Sunday, August 3. The Birdsboro, Mrs. Susanna Derr broke
on the lawn of Trinity Reformed Hanover, for $4999; a reinforced con the wind toppled over the station, and cents, but, if this bill were approved, tedious, roll-call vote on half a dozen facturing-concerns that changed their Rev. H. A. Weller, D. D., president of her right leg.
church, Collegeville; on Thursday crete bridge over Indian. creek in when Cole Was dug out of the debris it would prevent the manufacture of amendments in dispute, which had to entire business to th at of working for the Ministerium of Pennsylvania, of
Falling into a tub of hot water, 3evening, July 31. Tickets, good in Franconia, for $3999, and a three span he was foynd to require attention at a 5-cent loaf, thereby taking away be passed ¡on before k vote whs taken the government in producing air craft Philadelphia, will deliver the sermon year-old Stephen Bebazzi, of Allen
from very poor people the opportun on the bill as a whole.
payment for purchases, ¡15 cents
have become entirely dependent upon in the morning at 10.15.
reinforced concrete bridge over west Charity Hospital.
town, was so bacfiy scalded that he
Farmers suffered the leveling of ity to obtain a fresh loaf of bread at
branch of Perkiomen creek, in Doug
died.
The first fight of the day was over Uncle 'Sam to maintain and increase
Preaching
service
in
1
the
United
frequent
intervals,”
their corn and other crops in the sud
las township, for $7500.
the section giving the Courts the right his output and to conduct further ex Evangelical Church on Sunday, July
Alumni Association Reception.
William G. Just, of Gwynedd Val den rise of Stony Creek. Two cows of
AMERICAN MURDERS IN
to
put under bond a person convicted periments the same as other countries 27 at 10 a. m.; Sunday school at 9 a.
The dance and card party, held by ley, was given the contract for a two- Frank Cassel were drowned, A large
PRESIDENT WILSON ILL.
of
violating
the liquor law. This was are doing, and without the continued m,; C. E. on Saturday evening at
MEXICO.
the Collegeville High School Alumni arch stone bridge over Swamp creek, section of” Swede street dam, across
It was announced frdm,. Washing stricken ■ out after Representative support of the government they may 7.45 o’clock. Everybody welcome.
Association, in the auditorium, last in Marlborough township, which will the Schuylkill, was torn out by the
Washington,
D. C., July 22.—Al
have
to
go
to
the
wall.
Saturday was attended by 54 mem permit passage to the University of flood. The extent of tljp damage is ton, Tuesday, that Presiefent Wilson Gard, Democrat, Ohio, had pointed
Mrs, Ella Wisler spent Thursday though about 50 American citizens
out
that
it
provided
double
punish
The War Risk Insurance Bureau
bers. The Association was recently Pennsylvania summer camp.- This is not determinable until the water re y a s suffering from an attack of acute
have been killed or outraged in Mex
dysentery. He first complained of ment for the poor man, who might be in Washington employees over 8,000 visiting friends in Boyertown.
reorganized, Wm. McAllister presi to be a picturesque structure. Just’s cedes.
ico since 1917, not a single arrest or
sent
to
jail.
The
vote
was
83
to
66
,
The
Tall
Cedars
of
Lebanon,
No.
31,
feeling
ill
Friday
when
he
went
to
the
people,
most
of
them
being
housed
in
dent. A banquet will be held during bid was $6200. James Long won the
Capitol to confer with Senator Hitch many prohibitionists opposing its re one building, and, according to an en- of Norristown, will hold a regular conviction is known to have resulted,
the winter of 1919-1920.
I m po r ta n t food la w s.
contract to repair the bridge on City
cock, of Nebraska, ranking Demo tention.
spection of the bureau made by a com meeting this (Thursday) evening in Henry P. Fletcher, United States Am
Line, Chestnut Hill, for $8206.
The
most
important
food
laws
pass
cratic
member
of
the
Foreign
Rela
mittee
of Senators, who walked thru Grange hall for ,the initiation of mem bassador to Mexico, to-day told the
Novelty Shower.
ed at the recent session of the-, Legis tions Committee. He told Secretary
the enormous structure to observe the bers. They will be accompanied by House Rules Committee in a hearing
THE NORTH PENN BANK
of the Gould resolution propsing ap
A novelty shower was given in
lature, and approved, says James Tumulty then he was slightly indis
work of he employees, the discovery their band of music.
WOMAN BITES A BURGLAR.
'FAILURE.
pointment of a Congressional comhonor of Miss Florence Walt on F ri
Foust, Director of the Bureau of posed and expressed his intention of
was
made
that
the
most
difficult
tasks
Awakened early Tuesday morning Foods, Pennsylvania Department of
rriittee to investigate relations be
Within
the
past
week
the
failure
of
day afternoon by the firm and em
the majority of the employees have is
going down the Potomac over the
ployees of the Collegeville Flag Com by a noise in her room, Mrs. Howard Agriculture, are the Acts which re week-end in the belief that- a change the North Penn State Bank has beeen in trying to find something to do. TWELVE DROWNED IN FLOOD tween the two countries..
The Ambassador also laid before the
pany. Miss Walt received many use Daniels, No. 628 Lincoln avenue,Potts- late to cold storage products and rot of air might he beneficial. During announced, the shortage being placed Congress has protested on several oc
FROM A CLOUD BURST.
committee
a report compiled by the
at
$900,000.
The
doors
of
the
insti
ful novelties and a check of one hun town was confronted by a burglar, ten eggs.
casions to heads of departments that
the trip, however, the weathei was
Wheeling, W. Va., July 20.—Twelve State Deaprtment in response to a
tution were closed on Friday. Thè they must reduce their clerical forces
dred dollars from her father, Mr. F. who, grabbing hereby the throat, said:
stormy
and
damp
and,
Mr.
Wilson
ap
The
cold
Storage
Law
lengthens
the
‘Try to holler and I will kill you.”
P. Walt.
'________
time for storage to twelve months on pears to have contracted a slight cold. Banking Commissioner has ordered and the size of the payrolls, but this persons are known to have been Senate resolution showing that since
Mrs. Daniels fought him, and when
the arrest of Ralph T. Moyer, cashier, is not being done, and, instead, em drowned as a result of the great the close of the Diaz regime about
she got his thumb between her teeth all products covered by the new Act. The President was not benefitted by Moyer is reported to have admitted ployees in one bureau are shifted to storm which swept over Eastern Ohio 250 attacks of a serious nature have
Underkoffler Family Reunion.
It further provides that it shall be the trip.
and bit him severely he let go.
to James W. MacBurney, receiver in another, most of them being centered And the Wheeling district, last night. been made on American citizens in
(unlawful to represent and advertise
The annual reunion of the Under
Mexico.
Then she screamed, and Warren
koffler family will be held at the Reidenouer, her son-in-law, who as “fresh” any article of food which LIQUOR IN GROUNDHOG HOLES. charge of the Twenty-ninth and Dau in the War Risk Bureau. The Sen Five bodies all of children have been
Relations between the two I coun
recovered. Wegee Valley to-day is a
phin | streets institution, that there
residence of Mr. and Mrs. James Un fought with the Twenty-eighth Divi has been held in cold storage for a
New Castle, Pa., July 2l,—Anthony is a shortage of $900,000. The order ate is becoming peeved over the mat desolate scene of destruction. Crops tries however, Mr. Fletcher said, have
ter
and
threatens
to
cut
off
appro
period
of
thirty
days
or
over.
derkoffler, near Collegeville, on Sat sion in France, arrived on the scene
Bellini went hunting for groundhogs
improved during the last three years.
The amendment to the Act of to-day, and in their hole found a big for Moyer’s arrest was issued after priations unless the excess of clerical have been leveled, railroads and trol He added that there was a “wonderful
urday August 9—all day. Prepara as the intruder dashed down the
ley
lines
washed
out
and
almost
an
Commissioner
Fisher
learned
that
help
needed
is
done
away
with.
March
11,
1909
(
prohibiting
the
sale
tions are being made for a very de stairs. Reidenouer fired two shots at
cache of good old rye liquor. It was
entire mining settlement demolished. submission” to Carranza rule in all
of eggs which are decayed or partly in North Beaver township, just south Moyer had confessed to Receiver Maclightful occasion.
What does a Congressman do with The damage will exceed $1,000,000. the seetions which the Government
him, but missed.
MacBurney
that
he
had
falsified
the
decayed and unfit for food, was ap of the city, that Bellini located the
books of the bank by substituting his leisure hours in Washington after When the water in its first rush be controls.^
proved by the Governor on May 23rd, big find.”
Upper Providence Alumni
Although declining to express an
loose
leaves Into the ledger when a a hard day’s grind of work at the Cap gan to pour down upon the homes it
MORE CANDIDATES FOR
1919, which requires th at all egg
Knowing the groundhogs’ habitat, State bank examiner appeared. This itol and around the government de formed a wall three or foUr feet high opinion as to the policy either past or
The Upper Providence Alumni As
opening establishments shall take out Bellini started one and chased it to
DISTRICT ATTORNEY.
fact \Vas communicated to Governor partments? He must have some re that extended completely across the future, of this country towards Mex
sociation will hold a regular meeting
a license, and pay a fee of $50.00 per
ico, the Ambassador in effect opposed
Frank X. Renninger, Assistant Dis year, license to be issued by the Di his hole. With a pick the hunter got Sproul, who ordered the commissioner creation and rélaxation, the same as valley.
in the Mennonite schoolhpuse, near
busy, and after several minutes was to go the limit in fixing the responsi other busy people, and he finds it in
John Steve, husband and father of- suggestions advanced by members of
Yerkes, on Saturday evening, August trict-Attorney," has announced his rector of the Bureau of Foods.
many ways. Many members of Con
surprised to hear the sound of break
the committee looking to withdrawal
2, 1919. A fine program will be ren candidacy for District-Attorney, sub
No rotten eggs can be opened, un ing glass when he drove his pick into bility for the failure, and Receiver gress brought their automobiles with a family of five that was lost, with by the United States of recognition of
both
legs
broken,
hung
in
the
MacBurney
was
instructed
to
secure
dered. Loyal members are requested ject to Republican rules.
der the new law, in the same building
them when they came from their
Monroe H. Anders, son of former where good eggs are opened ; neither the earth. And when the odor of warrants for the arrest of Moyer homes in the States, and they are branches of a tree from 8 o’clock last the Carranza Government. Such a
to come out and show their colors.
liquor
assailed
him
Bellini
desisted
night until 4 o’clock this morning, step, he said, would only increase the
through the District Attorney.
County Commissioner Daniel M. An can eggs unfit for food be removed
Everybody welcome.
parked in great numbers in the wide scores of persons witnessing his suf existing unfriendly feelings of Mexi
X, .1 .
—
ders, is also a candidate for District- from the shell in estabilshments with the pick and carefully sdooped
plaza fronting the Capitol Building, ferings until the water subsided. cans towards Americans and would
Attorney, subject to Republican rules. where food products are prepared or out the hole with his shovel, finding
THREE P. & R. MEN KILLED.
Illustrated Lecture.
and, when Congress adjourns for the Steve; said ‘the Rattfella house, which not, unless accompanied by other ac
that he had unearthed several bottles
manufactured. In other words, good of old rye. No longer being inter
Reading,' July 22.—Three railroad day, Mr. Congressman can be seen was washed down by the water, crash tion in the way of assistance, bring
Those who happen to . read this
eggs for food purposes and bad eggs ested in groundhogs, Bellini located ers were killed and one seriously in scooting down the Capitol steps and
Bergey Family Reunion.
about the establishment of a more
paragraph before 7 p. m., Wednesday,
for tanning purposes must be opened another “burrow” near by and began jured when a fast freighf on the W. drives away to seek a cooling breeze ed into his home and tore it from its stable, government in Mexico, but
July 23, will do well to attend the il
foundations.
The eighteenth annual reunion of in separate buildings.
digging, for rye. He was again re & C. Division of the Reading Railroad and a change of scene. Others hurry
lustrated lecture on China by Dr. the Bergey Family Association will be
Lying on a mattress, Steve and his would add to the difficulties of that
The new egg law provides that all warded with the familiar sound as was derailed a half-mile north of to the City Bathing Beach for a swim
Walcott in Firemen’s hall, Trappe. held at Willow Grove Park on Satur
two
daughters, Mary and Margaret, country.
No admission. Collection to defray day, August 2, 1919. There will be a rotten eggs when removed from the his shovel hit the glass. Fearing to Moslem late yesterday afternoon. The in the Potomac River. Many fre floated down the water. Seeing a
THE INDIAN’S CALENDAR.
expenses. The illustrations will be program of good speeches, and other shell, must be placed in containers break some of the bottles as he had engine leaped from the track and top quent the roof gardens atop the bjg tree, he tried to steer toward it, and
fine and t}ie lecture strictly first class. interesting exercises, morning and af painted a bright red color, and such done in the first hole, Bellini kneeled pled down a 30-foot embankment and hotels, where they enjoy dinner in the went close enough to grasp a limb.
The
following account of how the
red colored containers must not be down and carefully scooped the dirt pinned, the dead men beneath a pile of open air and listen to the music of the
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ternoon.
Indians
used to keep track of the
used for wholesome eggs nor be found out with his hands until he unearthed twisted steel and iron. Three box jazz bands. Attractive country clubs
mattress. •
Opportunity for Young Women.
seasons is told by a veteran chief in
in establishments where food products a cache of 10 quarts of liquor.
cars piled on top of the wrecked en claim many of them as members;
Canada. The names corresponding
OLD HUNTER GONE.
are prepared.
The Woman’s Hospital of Philadel
Not being able to find any other gine. The victims were all from Read boat trips down the Potomac River,
with
the names of the months were:
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A
CAT?
phia has several vacancies for pupil
groundhog lairs nearby, Bellini took ing. The dead are: Joshua S. Heeb- excursions to Chesapeake Bay, openLewistown, Pa., July 22.—John J.
April—Frog moon.
nurses. Exceptional opportunities in Gantz, 95 years old and champion
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long
trolley
ner,
fireman,
No.
1246
Church
street;
FRANCE’S WAR DAMAGE.
stock of his booty and found that he
The Arabs have an old legend con
May—Sprouting of green leaves
nursing and surgical cases, obstetrics wild game hunter of Mifflin county,
had 16 bottles of whisky and, as he Albert Snyder, brakemari, No. 1020 rides—all come in to help Mr. Con cerning the cat which holds that the and grass.
Paris,
July
21.—The
Parliamentary
and diseases of children, also dietetics died here to-day after a two-days’ ill
gressman refresh mind and body and
June—Egg (duck) moon.
Commission of Peace, sitting under stated later, “it was all the game he Spring street; Oscar R. Reitz, train keep him fit for his arduous daily animal was created to destroy the
and social service work. Require ness from paralysis.
man,
No.
138
West
Oley
street.
The
wanted."
mice which bred in Noah’s Ark. This
July—-Moulting (duck’s) moon.
the presidency of M. Viviani, who re
ments for entrance—18 to 35 years of
injured: George W. Kemp, engineer, tasks.
At" the opening of the civil war
is not so strange, since that has been
August—Flying (duck’s) moon.
age, one, year of high school or its Gantz walked 63' miles to Harrisburg cently was named by the Chamber of
No. 119 North Eighth street.
the cat’s work since we have known
THE DAYS OF CHIVALRY.
September—Running of the deer.
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preside
over
the
Commis
equivalent. Girls who have finished to enlist as a volunteer in the Union
5 The dead men, all of whom were SAD FATE OF CHINESE WIDOWS. the animal. .But along comes a Rus
October—Fall moon.
Knighthood in its highest phase was riding on the engine, were caught be
the country schools are eligible. For army. The examining physician re sion and examine into the peace treaty
sian tradition and says that the furry
November—Misty moon.
particulars address Alice M. Sea- jected him, saying he had galloping with Germany, to-day listened to a an outgrowth of the sentiment that neath the toppling locomotive with— Very few Chinese widows ever re coat of pussy was really intended for
December—Clear frosty moon.
report
by
Deputy
Louis
Dubois
on
the
produced .the Crusades and at that out a chance to escape. Their bodies marry. As a rule, customs of society
brook, M. D., Medical Sup’t, 2137 N. consumption and would not live to
doggie, but said doggie became impa
January—Wolf moon.
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not
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College Ave., Philadelphia.
were buried beneath thousands of
reach the battle front. He was known parations demanded of Germany.
tient while the slow process of gift
February—Eagle moon.
aristocratic families, who after les
of Fukien thfe self-destruction of
as the champion hunter of the Alle
March—Goose moon.
M. Dubois said' the material dam sons in the skillful use of arms gave pounds of twisted metal. The box widows in their devotion to their distribution took place at the Creation
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over
Nothing begins and nothing ends
and went over to the side of the Evil
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dead
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almost
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That is not paid with moan;
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wars.
They
barbarous forms. For example, when coat than pussy. Instead, he got
their bqdies.
For we are bom in others pain,
keys in one season. Only a year ago amount, he"~said, had been verified by
chief replied that they always counted
Engineer Kemp escaped with his a man dies his wife will generally de cheated out of the coat entirely and 30 to each month, and that it was an
And perish in our own.
he shot a wild tqrkey on the Mifflin a eommittee of engineers, architects^ were young men of high ideals and
when
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intention
to
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to
—Francis Thompson.
county mountains.
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manufacturers and agriculturists. He them worthy of the honor they were life owing to the fact that the engine demonstrate her faithfulness toward this is the reason for the hatred be Indian’s duty to keep record of them
was being driven backwards as the
by each morning taking a stick from
added that the damage done to agri admitted to that knightly system of turntable at Slatington, the far end him. Then the elders of, the family tween cats and dogs.
And perhaps you won’t believe it, the days-to-come bundle and adding
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L u c as .C o u n t y
j ssof the run had been broken. He was
but there is a race of cats to which
000,000 francs.
king was honored by the sorke of the thrown clear.
and invite their relatives, friends and “meowing”'is an unknown accomplish it to the days-past bundle. Those
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that be is character, is at last the moral senti
sticks were carefully scraped twigs of
The
damage
falling
upon
the
indi
fiat of the sword that made him a
senior partner of the firm ot F. J. Cheney ment.—Emerson.
The wreck was due to the locomo acquaintances to witness the heroic
vidual and the money paid to start member of thé charmed circle. The tive running backwards in hauling a deed. When the appointed hour has ment. ’Tis the truth, but unfortun “pussy” willows, which by their sil& Co., doing business in the City of Tole
Willis—“This paper says that the
do, County and State aforesaid, and that
enterprises were not in preparation for the investitude of train of seven freight cars and ca come and the spectators have assem ately this unique brand exists only in verly catkins show the first sign of
said firm will pay the sum of ONE HUN number of financial failures is de commercial
cluded
in
the
sum of 119,000,000,000 knighthood was indeed a religious boose on the return trip to Slatington. bled, the lady will ascend the stage South America. Would that some could the spring season.
DRED DOLLARS for each and every creasing.” Gijlis—“I don’t believe it.
be imported and raised here to take
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by There’s as many of them calling on francs, and likewise 37,000,000,000 ceremony, for, robed in white, the
to hang herself amid the admiration the place of the back-yard serenade
the use of Hall’s Catarrh Medicine
Brakeman—“All change!”
Mrs.
francs for military expenses and young candidate fasted, watching over
FRANK J. CHENEY. mÿ daughter as ever.”—Town Topics. 6,000,000,000 francs for pensions were
Willis—“What kind of people are and approbation of the spectators. and leave us to woo our dreams in Jasper (to husband)—“Well, 'of all
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to
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arms,
and
took
a
solemn
oath
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
the train robbers. Don’t you dare
Two things are essential to the re not embraced in the sum. The total never to allow' his lips to be soiled by they?” Gillis—“He is a self-made her memory, and the family will be blissful solitude.
my presence, this 6th day of December,
give him a penny, Jason!”—Buffalo
alization of the progress , we seek; amount of the damage done, M. Du falsehood, always to defend the right man and she is a selfish-made wo regarded as illustrious for possessing
A. D., 3886.
A. W. GLEASON,
man.”-—Judge.
(S e a l ,)
N o t a r y P u b l ic . the. the declaration of a principle and bois said, would aggregate 200,000,A rt may make a suit of clothes, but Express.
such a devoted wife.
and to be the champion of defenseless
Hall’s Catarrh Medicmee is taken inter
Nature must produce a man.—Hume.
000 francs.
women. And so he won his spurs of
Hook—“Oldboy is the most melan
Hey, Bill, ’ow many chops did we
nally, and acts through, the blood on the its incarnation in action.—Mazzini.
To preserve a friend, three things
gold. A strange and beautiful flower choly fellow I know.” Crook—“ You’re
mucous surfaces of the system. Send for
He—“Madam, I intend to be boss in
I know no real worth but that tran leave in the ice box last night for
testimonials free.
are necessary; to honor him present,
Health is the second blessing that was chivalry growing out of those right. He proposed to a girl once by my own house.” She—“Well, you quil firmness which seeks dangers by breakfast?” “Two, er course.” “Well,
F.-J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. praise him absent, and assist him in
we mortals are capable of —a bless dark days of bloodshed and wicked asking her how she would like to be know where good intentions go to, duty, and braves them without rash- j the blarsted dog ’as got away with
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
his necessities.—Italian Saying.
ing that money cannot buy.—Walton. deeds.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
come his widow.”—London Tit-Bits.
ness.—Stanislaus.
| youps.”-—Sydney Bulletin.
don’t you?”
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GREATER ATTENTION
TO SEED POTATOES

T H U R S D A Y .

COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PA.

E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
Thursday, July 24, 1919.

Every Grower Should Remove
Plants Not True to Variety. r
Progressive Farmers Favor Home-Seed
Plot Plan, Which Is Simple and
Inexpensive Method of Im
proving Quality of Seed,
(P re p are d b y th e U nited S ta te s D e p art
m en t of A griculture.)

SOCIALISM.
Dr. Nicholas Murray, president of the University of Columbia,
in a recent address, said : “ Socialism, in the strict and scientific,
sense of the word, involves not social reform but revolution.
It is

the name for a definite public policy, which is in flat contradiction
to American policy and American faith.” According to Dr. Butler»
Socialism means that “ man’s efforts are to be interpreted and ex
plained in terms of wealth ; that in the struggle for wealth men are
divided into permanent classes, those who employ and those who
labor, and between those classes there is and should be a clasé war,
to be carried on to the bitter end.” He says that the assumption of
Socialism that under the present “ capitalistic” system, “ the rich are
getting steadily richer and steadily fewer, while the poor are getting
steadily poorer and steadily more numerous,” is a false assumption.
This assumption he says “ is easily disposed of by the facts.which
show that as applied in America these two statements are absolutely
false. Ours is a land in which more than 2 0 ,000,000 of men,
women and children have just now subscribed to Liberty bonds. It
is a land with more than 18,000,000 dwellings, occupied by about
21,000,000 families. It is a land in which fully 6,000,000 families
own their own homes without incumbrance, while 3 ,000,000 own
their homes subject to mortgage. It is a land whose total .wealth is
now not less than $225,000,000,000 and in which the distribution of
that wealth is steadily becoming more equitable and more satisfactory
under the operation of principles that have guided American life so.
long and so well.”

To hold the cost of potato production
at a reasonable figure, department of
agriculture officials , advocate that
greater attention be given by growers,
espeetally in the northern states, to
the production of their seed stock.
They believe that every grower would
derive benefits from giving special at
tention to the removal of all plants mot
true to variety, as well as all dis
eased, weak, or \abnormal plants from
a sufficient number of rows in his field
to provide an ample supply from the
remaining plants to plant the acreage
.desired the following year.
For example: If the custom Is to

Pigging Potatoes on Colorado Ranch.

PEACE 1
One of the vociferous opponents to the peace treaty would prefer
more war to the ratification of the. treaty as it stands. The treaty
will be ratified and there will be no great wars if its stipulations are
enforced. It is easy enough for those whose hides would be exempt
from exposure to bullets to shout for more war rather than have
their particular notions flouted. They are tniserable cowards and
very unsafe advisors. The people of the world want peace; they
know full well why they want peace, and those who stand in the way
of permanent peace are the enemies of mankind.
INTELLECTUAL COERCION.
From the New York Evening Post,

a

A hideous state of affairs Senator Johnson has discovered in
New England.
Everywhere the League of Nations was being
rammed down the throats of a subjugated democracy by means of
“ propaganda, intellectual coercion,- and political terrorism.” For
tunately the Senator from California was on the spot in time. He
said, “ Let there be ligh t,” and immediately the gibbering shades of
propaganda, intellectual coercion and political terrorism fled back to
the caves of primeval chaos, and the men of New England are once
more free.
It is the old story. When I conduct a campaign of education,
it is leadership; when you carry on a campaign of education, it is
propaganda. When public assemblies vote to support me, it is public
opinion rallying to the support of a sacred cause. When public
meetings, religious conventions, federations of labor declare in favor
of the League of Nations, it is political terrorism. When Senator
Johnson takes 200 square miles of Kiao-Chow and turns it into
60,000 square miles of Shantung, or takes 200,000 natives of KiaoChow and expands them into forty millions, of Chinese handed over
to slavery, it is argument. But when reasons are advanced why the
United States should share in the partnership of a reorganized world,
it is intellectual coercion. Against that final danger we cannot be
warned too strongly or too frequently* History is full of examples
of intellectual coercion, such as the saddling by a conspiracy of
scholars upon public opinion of the superstition that 2 and 2 make
4, or that the earth revolves around the sun.
CLEAR VISION.
Harry C. Cope, of Bethlehem, writes like one who has clear
vision and a level head.

The following forms a part of his recent

plant 20 acres to potatoes. It would be
necessary, to obtain an ample seed,
stock, to weed undesirable plants from
at least two acres. Time required for
this work would be comparatively lit
tle.
If a large percentage of off-type or
diseased plants are found to exist in a
field, tubers from it should not be re
tained for seed purposes unless a bet
ter source of seed supply is, not avail
able. In that case most careful and
painstaking roguing to eliminate, so
far as practicable,, all mixtures and
all diseased plants should be con
ducted. It will-take a larger acreage
to supply the necessary seed than will
be the case where the stock Is relative*
ly pure and disease-free.
AH progressive growers will favor
the home-seed plot plan, which they
pay Is a “simple and comparatively in
expensive method of improving, the
quality of the seed stock,” and will
¡materially assist In Increasing the acre
yield of the crop, thereby lessening
production cost.

KEEPING HARNESS IN REPAIR
Tools and'Facll!tle8 Are Comparatively
Inexpensive and Simple—Special
Devices Needed.
(P re p are d by th e U nited S ta te s D ep art
m en t of A griculture.)

The tools and facilities required for
keeping harness in repair^are compara
tively simple and inexpensive.. A con
siderable portion of the repair work on
harness can be performed by the aid of
.tools required for other purposes, but
there are a few special devices that
are desirable.

LIM E IMPROVES MANY CROPS
Application Will Benefit Timothy,
Oats, Wheat, Barley, Clovers and
Garden Truck.
Lime Injures none of our common
crops, but it appears to do no good
directly to corn, millet, rye, carrots,
.'buckwheat or potatoes. But lime Im
proves timothy, oats, wheat, | barley,
peas, cabbage, onions, beets, cucum
bers, clovers and alfalfa.

CUTWORM COWARDLY RASCAL

Rarely Does Any Damage In Daylight,
Waiting Until Night and Destroys
Garden Plants.
If the United States Senate cares at all for public opinion it will

contribution to the Philadelphia Record :

call off its proposed fight against the President, and at the earliest
possible moment ratify the peace treaty.
The public trusts the
President. The Senate has done much to cause the public to question
the Senate’s good faith in its opposition to the treaty. The public
does not look forward with much patience to the prospect of air in
definite debate in the Senate over the treaty merely to give a lot of
¡self-opinionated, narrow-visioned, small-minded, reactionary Sènators a chance to vent their venom upon the President under the
guise of discussing the merits of the treaty. The times are too
critical for such things. There is entirely too much unrest and dis
affection in the world to allow much time to be wasted in playing
politics. The people want the treaty ratified at once. Its rejection,
or serious amendment calling for resubmission to the peace con
ference, is unthinkable. Then why Waste precious time over its
discussion ?

(P re p are d by th e U nited S ta te s D e p art
m en t of A griculture.)

The common cutworm Is a cowardly
rascal and rarely does his work in day
light when folks can see him. He
watches and waits, until the gardener
has planted his cabbage, tomato or
pepper plants, then sneaks out in the
night and destroys the plants.

TO RENOVATE OLD ORCHARDS
May Be Brought Back to Their For
mer Productive State in Three
Years If Vigor Justifies.

Neglected and Unfruitful orchards
may be renovated and brought back
to their former productive state in
Speedy relief from the profiteers that are fattening upon the three, years if the age and vigor of
public need is what the people want now. We were willing to over1 the trees justify their renovation in
look much; we were willing to suffer much during the war; but the thè first place.
war is now over, and we dèmand relief from suffering. The people
To Increase Hay Yield,
feel that something must be wrong somewhere when they see that'alT- a Farm manure applied as a top-dress
their earnings, big as they may be, are consumed entirely to pay for ing to pasture or meadow is an Impor
the bare necessities of life. Someone is getting an undue share Of tant factor In increasing the hay yield.

profit. Who is it ? The people want to know who it is; they are
Put Cultivators in Shed.
entitled to know this. Congress is the only body that has the means
Do not leave the cultivators on the
to find this out and the power to compel an investigation. It should turn-row exposed to sun, rain, etc.
begin at once, and without fear or favor show up who is responsible.
When the people know who the profiteers are they will take care of
Horse Is Deceived.
the profiteers. Public opinion is a most effective instrument in the
A horse sees everything about 22
correction of evil practices.
per cent larger than does a man. So
T h e gentlemen in the race for the Republican nomination for
District Attorney of Montgomery county can be depended upon to
exhibit considerable speed, at least this side of the three-quarter
post. The contest on the homestretch will invite the particular
interest of spectators.
Of course, breeding, training, and lung
capacity are important elements of consideration, even when there is
jockeying for place on the stretch most distant from the grand stand.

F rom the Philadelphia Record: Old John Barleycorn and his

nearest of kin are dead, and all his estate is to pass to his country
cousin, Reuben Cider. There will be a contest, of course, but it
will scarcely avail. Those at present in authority, and who Will in
sist upon interpreting the law, have a particular and a special
reason for favoring Reuben Cider’s folks. Reuben’s people are the
great agricultural class that dots the nation with prosperous farm
houses, that builds and frequents little churches, and that, most of
all, periodically visits polling booths and votes for such measures as
shall improve the morals of the “ all-fired wicked cities.” Reuben
Cider is perfectly safe. He has his place in the sun, and if heed s in
the sun long enough he will be fit to celebrate his victory hilariously,
without recourse to patent medicines.

that a six-foot man looms up a little
short of seven feet six Inches high.
The fact has, of course, never been
proved, but a favorite explanation of'
the large Image In a horse’s eye is
that If a horse knew man’s exact .size
he would realize his power and pass
beyond his control.

CLAIM DESCENT FROM CELTS

BOOK LOVERS IN TRANSPORT

Writer Asserts Scotsmen Are a Unit
In Denying Stories of Their
Saxon Origin.

Expect Literary Treasures to Be Un
earthed From the Volumes Stored
at Constantinople.

It was that deadly flower of Saxon
chivalry, Edward I, who caused the
early records of Scotland to be de
stroyed. Fortunately, the Irish Celtic
annalists’ writings remain, and as his
torians none were more competent or
able to form an impartial judgment of
Scotland’s early history than they were.
Nowhere In their annals do they make
the slightest mention of the silly
theory of the Saxon origin of the peo
ple of southern or eastern Scotland,
and they also know nothing of. the
fictitious division of Highlanders and
Lowlanders. Hector Boece is also si
lent on the supposed Saxon descent of
the Lowlander and the expulsion of
the Celt. Instead he says we who have
our abode on'the confines of England,
through much commercial Intercourse
and wars, have learned the Saxon
speech, and have forsaken our own.
Our place names prove the essential
Celtleity of Scotland, as the Celtic
forms outnumber the English by ten to
one, and the latter are mostly modern
or corruptions of the Gaelic. ? The Eng
lish language pushed out our native
Gaelic, but neither Saxon nor English
displaced the men, and any outsiders
who fifteen hundred years ago were
permitted to survive within our bor
ders would soon be fused into-the
whole, and today we are a nation or
race or breed second to none, and as
Professor Keith, the eminent ethnolo
gist, says, “the Scot Is the fertilizer
of the British empire.’—Edinburgh
Scotsman.

Some of the books of Livy undoubt
edly will be found among the great
number of volumes ascertained to be
stored in crypts under the public build
ings of Constantinople, but will the
lost books of Livy be found?
The,report that the long-awaited dis
covery is about to be made may rest
on no better foundation than the
vague impression of some uneducated
Turkish under official. And, Indeed, in
the absence of any information what
ever, on? the subject, what more natu
ral conjecture than that the lost his
torical works will be restored to the
world ,-when the. vast collection of an-_
cient books,whose existence was pre
viously unsuspected come to be ex
amined?
Of. the 35 books of Livy preserved
to us„ out of 142, two are incomplete;
Of the other 107 books the summaries
remain, so that their contents are
known. Their full text probably would
not add so much to the sum of-knowledge,- but their recovery has been the
dream of classicists for centuries. The
occasional discovery of even a frag
ment in the -Vatican or other libraries
has been a sensation for scholars.
These tons and tons of books, which
it was supposed the Turks burned dur
ing their conquests, but which,,it ap
pears, they: took back to their capital,
may Increase stores of learning and
tnake i more definite our knowledge of
particular men,,and, particular periods.
It ,,is agreeable .to think that forgot
ten ¡authors of , great merit and for
gotten works of undisputed value will
gain new recognition.
I f :the ¡missing works of the.■Roman
MUST BE BORN A SINGER
.historian are- among the volumes fur
Certain Formation of Throat and. Noe- ther cause will be given for congratu
lation over the Turkish downfall.—St.
trlls Imperative for Utterance
Louis, Post Dispatch.
of Sweet Sounds.

According to recent scientific dis
coveries, singing birds, lik e. human
singers, must have a certain type of
throat and nostrils. A full throat, large
thorax, open nostrils and slightly,pro
truding Ups with good length from the
point of the nose to the point of .the
chin and full Cheeks are, say the scien
tists, positive signs-in a human being
of the power to give forth tone.
If the ears are round and well .set to
the head it Is a, Sign not .only of the
power to sing,, bnt to appreciate, and
the combination means the great artist.
With feathered songsters much the
same rules hold good. The round,
sohiewhat pointed beak of the -canary
opens wide and his thorax and throat
are exceedingly big for so tiny a bird,
according to the Philadelphia North^
American. He can hear and appreciate
the smallest sonnd and his trills and
the beauty of his tone am due to his
throat, to the roundness of his head
and the shape of his bill.
The duck, on the other hand, having
a flat bill and a small throat can only
quack. Even if he longed to sing he
could not acquire any pleasant notes,
and It Is the same Way with some peo
ple. The most careful training cannot
give the sound box which nature pro
vides for those to whom she gives the
great gift of vocal powers.

MAKE TROUBLE FOR DENTIST

July Clearance Sale
ENDS

JULY

26th

Space in this paper does not permit us to advertise all of the fine specials of this sale.
A visit to.our store will show you many more.

Blankets at a Big Saving !
It.sounds very warm to talk about blankets, but the people who are wise will buy blankets
now, while the price is at its lowest. All our blankets that we now have in stock will be
sold at these prices during our July Clearance Sale.. Blankets of the finest wool come with
¡pink and blue borders, bound withlaffetta or silk ; some plaids, also.
MEDIUM W EIG H T ALL-WOOL BLANKETS at $9-50, $12/00 and $12.50.
GREAT BIG HEAVY ALL-WOOL BLANKETS-^the kind that you will need next
winter—priced at $12.75 and $14.50.
BLANKETS IN WOOL—that come in grey, with pink and blue borders ; some all grey ;
nice silk binding to match ; priced at $9.50* $10.00 and $10.50.
/ .
BLANKETS OF PART COTTON AND PART WOOL—but they are very warm and
wear very good ; called “ Woolnap” —come in plaids of blue and white, pink and white and
tan and grey ; priced at $6.50, $8.00 and $10.00.
BLANKETS OF FIN E QUALITY COTTON in pink and blue borders; ' big, fluffy
fellows. Priced $5.00 and $5.50.
BIG BLANKETS OF COTTON, just the thing for your auto or for camping—come in
dark colors, with nice patterns; also nice for couch throws ; 70x80 inches, at $3.00.
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Sew ing Machines, Closing Out Our Stock

|

All our Sewing Machines are SPECIALLY PRICED for this sale. Positively none sold on time payments.
DROP HEAD FREE CABINET MACHINE in fumed or natural oak, $75.00 kind at $50.00.
FREE DESK CABINET SEWING MACHINE, $70.00 kind at $45.00.
. GOOD-LOOKING MACHINES in all styles and all finishes—$48.00 kind at $35.00 ; $30.00 kind at $22.50.
CRETONNES in all new patterns and colorings, 36 inches wide ; 50 cent kind at 39 cents.
9x 12 BEST GRADE WILTON RUGS, the $60.00 kind ^ t $50.00.
.
FIBRE SUIT CASE, 24-inch kind, $ 1.75 value at $ 1.50.
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WARNER’S DEPARTMENT STORES

Successful Treatment of Wisdom
Teeth Always Is More or Less
of a Problem.

Conshohocken,Norristown,

m

Perkasie

:

f

:

••
•♦■
Wisdom teeth, especially lower-ones,
are much more difficult to handle than
any of the others in the mouth. When
their nerve dies or has to be killed
<J55E5HSaSE5ESH5ESESHSE5HSE51S5H5H5H5HSH5E5E5H5H5HSs
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
by the ¡dentist he cannot he sure ¡for
HEADQUARTERS IN NORRISTOWN FOR
*
some time that it Is ¡really dead. The
reason Is th a t,the roots of a wisdom f t B. HORNING, M. D.,
tooth are twisted or curved In such a
Practising Physician,
manner that the root canal cannot be
O O LLEG EV ILLE, -:- T elephone In offloe,
''explored.
Offloe hours n n tll 9 a .m .
The upper wisdom teeth have three
Complete assortment of all lines at lowest prices fromxwhich to
roots, “frequently fused together,
make selections. Varieties and qualities to meet all the requirements
Y.
WEBER,
M.
D.,
forming a grooved cone, which is usu
of our patrons.
ally curved backward,” says Gray’s an
Workmen’s Headquarters for HOSIERY, SHIRTS, COLLARS, SUS
Practising Physician,
atomy. 1 “The roots of the lower, two
PENDERS, GLOVES, NECKWEAR, &c. ,
In number, are compressed together EVA N SBU RG , Pa. Offloe H o n rs: U n til 9
a. m .; 7 to 9 p. m.
B ell .‘P hone 66-12
Our country friends are always welcome to make themselves at home
and curve backward.”
at our store when they come to Norristown,' whether purchases are
It Is this »backward curving of- the
made or not.
______________
compressed roots that gives trouble to n B . J . S . M IL L E R ,
the ¡dentist. Often the canal that
Homeopathic Physician
runs through, each root 4s so narrpw
and SO' curved that to© finest of the CO L L EG EV IL L E, PA . Office hours u n til
. 132 W est Main Street
NORRISTOWN, PA.
‘brooches” used to draw .out the dead
Ai) a. m .; 12 to 2, a n d 6 t o 8 p. m.
Next door to Montgomery Bank
nerve will not penetrate, and some
2-20
ÍH 5 H 5 H H H 5 E 5 a 5 H 5 E 5 H 5 H 5 E 5 E 5 E 5 E 5 E 5 H 5 E 5 E 5 E 5 H 5 Z 5 E 5 E 5 E Í^ ,
Bell ’phone, 62; U nited, 66,
times when it has penetrated it- will
not .come out.
J i A. KRU8EN, M. D.,
When this happens there is only one
NO RRISTO W N . PA.
thing to do-—leave the brooch and ap
ply iodine, which will very soon eat
O F F IC E : BO Y ER AROADE. H o u r s :
May Mean War on Rata.
away the steel of -which the brooch is 8to 9, 2 to 8, 7 to 8. Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
Day phone, B oyer A roade, B ell 1170. *
There is not enough leather to go .made.
For the Home at Moderate
N ig h t pho n e: R esidence, -1218 W . M ain
round. Fish skins ate susceptible to
St.. B ell 716.
tanning, and there are rat skins which
Cost.
Las Vegas Has Future.
make good leather, large enough for
J
)
R
.
S.
D.
CORNISH.
Las
Vegas
was
founded
by
some
Mex
many purposes. flhay would do for
some kinds of gloves and mittens* says icans when New Mexico was-a part of
DENTIST, *
the Little Journal. {They may be sewed old Mexico, In 1835, aud the Mexican
o q l l e &e v i l l e , p a .
government
granted
to
the
new
com
together to m&keMflbaka and other gar
la ss w ork m an sh ip g u a ran tee d . Gas
ments, and they are not too small to be munity an area of some-400,000 acres. a dFmirst-c
in istere d . P rices reasonable.
avaUable for parts of boots and shoes. The Mexicans took up what they need
Has the inner casing made in three
K e y s to n e ’phone No. 81. B ell ’phone 27-Y.
ed
of
this
land
and
built
a
village
in
the
The general rule os to leather is that
parts—an outer section of galvan
the thicker the tyr is the poorer the middle of the settlement. It remained JTJR, FRANK BRANDRETH,
ized iron, a middle section of
hide, and vice versa. According to this, a. sleepy Mexican town until some,time
(Successor to Dr.Ohas. R yckm an,)
rat hide would produce superior in , the seventies,. when it was. struck
asbestos board, and an inner pro
simultaneously by several. Yankees and
leather.
DENTIST,
tection of sheet iron. This triple
Somebody' with the gift of guessing Jews, and by a. wave of prosperity. ROYER’S FORD, PA . P ra c tic a l -D entistry
inner casing insures a cool return
The Mexicans, who, had been .squat
a t h o n est prices.
computes that there! are 100,000,000
ting
on
a
part,of
the
community
grant,
air space which is necessary for
rats In this country, and the damage
they do would feed a good-sized army. showed that they were capable of learn
G. LECHNER,
perfect circulation.
It Would take at least 6,000 skins a day ing modern business methods by claim
REASONS WHY you should
VETERINARIAN,
to supply a small modem tannery. No ing the whole 400,000 acres. After a
BUY a “NOVELTY” PIPELESS ,
body wants the ratsi they belong to .long contest the courts-confirmed them O O LLEG EV ILLE, PA . H e a d q u a rte rs a t
FURNACE:
anybody that can catch them. That Is in their titles to toe lands they actu- ’ B en n u n g ’s Oollegeville H o tel. - G raduateiof
the only problem—to catch .them- and ally occupied, but decided that the rest U n iv e rsity o t P e n n sy lv a n ia .
The “Novelty” Pipeless Furnace
skin them, ,and then deliver the.goods. of the area belonged to the community.
is built on principles of- construe- -;
B oth .’phones,
2-2
And so it is today. This town owns
tion that yield the greatest amount,
great grazing areas, whidfi are- open to
. New Insulating Material/
JJORACE L. SAYLOR,
of heat with the least amount of
all
citizens,
and
valuable
timberlands.
A new insulating material that Is
coal. It gives solid comfort dur
Ultimately
LagVegas
will
be
rlph
and
incombustible Is mode by mixing .S1.T
ing the entire winterF
Justice of the Peace,
per cent powdered asbestos, 14 per cent her people tax free.
The “Novelty” Pipeless Furnace"
CO
L
L
EG
EV
IL
L
E,
PA
.
R
eal
e
sta
te
b
ought
powdered mica, 20 per cent mineral
a n d so ld : conveyancing, In su ra n ce ,
is simple to install.
rubber (a soft substance found in..de
The Essential.
There is no possible chance of
posits of oleaglnousqchlst); 1 per cent
The new doorkeeper at the museum fJIHOMAS HALLMAN,
rosin and 0.8 per cent of bisulphide of turnstile had learned the book of rules
“freeze-ups” and bursted heating
selenium. A fter. washing and evap by heart before taking over the job,
systems in zero weather—just at
Attorney-at-L w
orating In the air, a hard, nonrabsofb“Here, sir, you must leave your um
the time when the furnace is most
ent substance is obtained which, on brella at the door,” he said to a visitor 28 S W E D E ST R E E T , NORRISTOW N, PA.
needed.
A
t
m
y
residence,
n
e
x
t-d
o
o
r
to
N
a
tio
n
a
l
heating, becomes plastic .and can, be who had failed to hand over that arIt requires no piping or wall
B ank, Oollegeville, every, evening.
molded to any. shape.
- tide.
cuttings.
“But I. haven’t an umhrella,” the vis JJA Y N E R. LONGSTRETH,
It eliminates danger of children
Classified.
itor pleaded.
being burned by contact with
Jack—Say, Jill, you didn’t know that
“Then you must go back and get
I Attorney-at-Law,
stoves or playing with fire.
I was an electrician? I missed my one,”, said the doorkeeper. “No one is
1420 C h e stn u t S tre e t, * - P h ilad elp h ia, Pa.
It is made in Philadelphia and
calling.
<
allowed to pass in here unless he
Room s 712-718.
Lansdale ; you can get repairs at
Jill—How’s that?
leaves his umbrella at the door.”—Ex
oace; no need to send out west Jack—Why, last night, , over at change. .
jt^ELSON P. FEGLEY,
and wait a month for any slight
Jane’s th e , electric light fuse burned
Attorney-at-Law,
out. Guess who flxefi it? Me—I—my
repairs when needed.
Consoling.
self.
Because you can get it.from
Bobby—Grandpa, why»do you look 602 S W E D E S T R E E T . NO RRISTOW N. PA.
J1U—Huh 1 You’re no electrician—- so sad?
A
t
Jeffersonville,
evenings.
B
ell
’phone
you’re an Idiot 1—Pennsylvania Punch
Grandpa—Ah, my lad, I was just 848-R-4
Bowl.
thinking, here I am seventy, years of
YOUR DEADER, WHO HAS BEEN LOCATED AT COLLEGE
age and I have ,done nothing that is J l S. POLEY.
VILLE FOR MORE THAN TW ENTY YEARS.
Anatolia.
likely to make posterity remember me
l Anatolia, . mentioned In -the news —nothing.
Contractor-and Builder,
froni the peace conference in Paris, Is
Bobby—Oh, ¡.well, don’t . worry,
Tp V. PO L EY ,.
T R A P P E , PA .
the name of one of the five large prov grandpa. Maybe you’ll still «Have a
P
ro
m
p
t
a
n
d
a
c
c
u
ra
te
In
b
uilding
c
o
n
stru
c

inces or districts Into which Turkey chance to live in, history as some
LIMERICK, PA.,
tio n . E stim a te s ch eerfu lly furnished.
la divided. It lies between the Medi body’s grandfather.
terranean and. Black seas, and the, dis
JACOB C. BROWER
trict Is the. home of the greater part
The Kind.
of the Turkish population,, numbering
•“What is your birthstone?”
A.ND DEALER IX
OP MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
Justice of the Peace
about 7,000,000 people. The other four
‘¡Judging by the knocks l am always
great districts of Turkey, are Armenia, getting from life, I should say it was PORT PR O V ID E N C E , PA . R eal E s ta te Fresh Beef, Veal j Lamb, Smoked
a n d In su ra n ce , C onveyancing a n d Col
£jyrla, Mesopotamia and,Kurdistan.
a brickbat.”
IN C O R P O R A T E D M A Y 13, 1871

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

WILLIAM H. GILBERT

SC IEN TIFIC H EA TIN G

The “Novelty” Pipeless Furnace

GrEO* F . C LA M ER,

BU TCH ER

lectin g .

Protect the Milk 8nake.
The milk snake*-instead of stealing
the farmer’s milk,/makes constant war
upon rats who annually cost the coun
try millions of dollars in the destruc
tion of cereals. They like to Uve un
der barns and ¡porches, and can follow
through a rat/ hole where a ferret
couldn’t go, arifi eat. the young, rafs.
They eat meadoiw mice, and field mice
also.
,
.

Telephone Tattle.
Thieves and beggars have a “cant"
language of their own. When a burg
lar uses the phrase,“ struck by lightning,” he means that he was arrested
by. toe police, whilst; engaged. on his
little ..job, through information con
veyed through the telephone.

Korean Women independent.
Korean women are no longer slaves
a t their husbands, but are ready to
assert their rights. Many of them no
Apt simile.
Wolsey’s Disinfectant.
The principal speaker a t a political longer depend on their husbands for
Whenever Cardinal- Wolsey granted
meeting
was a budding orator who support as o fo ld , but try to obtain
an audience to the people, or when
loved
the
light of publicity. Grasping their own living in various branches
ever he went anywhere where he was
of industry.
apt to have to mingle with a crowd, the speaker by the arm on the conclu
sion
of
his
lo n g address, the chair
he carried an orange that had been
especially prepared for him by remov man said : “Your speech was like a
Great i Value of Courage.
of good chegnpagne,” here the
ing the pulp and putting a sponge glass
It
is
not -clearly understood how
smiled pleasantly, “lots of
soaked with disinfectant and sweet chairman
valuable Is the adjunqt of courage in
froth
and
very
dry
I”
smelling spices Inside it.
the man or woman, nor that, If ac
companied by good judgment it: is the
most valuable of business assets^-»
C,
*
”
Curious
Plant.
How Busy Man Saves Time. John Brisbane Walker.
/
Among
the
curiosities
of
the
desert
The busy business man no longer of Sahara is a queer-looking scrubby
need ‘ linger over such platitudes as plant, always yellow with fine sand,
“yours of the 5th at hand,” and “we called the “coughing bean.” In the
Real Moral Courage.
are glad to be of service to you in the
When you are so devoted to doing
long
dry
heat;
Its
pores
become
choked
matter." Instead he has his favorite
and It would die were It not for a what Is right that you press straight
phrases numbered and filed in a small
on to that and disregard what men
desk catalogue, and dictates his let powerful gas which accumulates In are. saying about you, there Is the tri
side
and
explodes
with
a
sound
like
a
ters largely by talking numbers to his
umph of moral courage.—Phillips
stenographer.
f l human cough’.'
Brooks,

Contractor and Builder
G R A TER FO R D , PA.
A ll k in d s of buildings erected . C em ent
w ork done. : E stim a te s c h ee rfu lly fu rn 
ished.
ll-80-6m

En ksv

Patrons in Oollegeville, Trappe, and
vicinity, served every Tuesday, Thursday
ana Saturday.
Your patronage will be appreciated.

W HY

S. KOONS,
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Meats, Pork in Season.

8-1

y | O. SHALLCROSS

il l e

,

pa

D ID

THE

COW

JU M P OVER THE MOON?

.,

Slater and Roofer,
A nd d e aler In S late, S late Flagging, G ray
Stone, e tc. E stim a te s fu rnished. W ork
c o n tra c te d a t low est prices. _

$15,400,000 INSURANCE
IN FORCE
I
In su re s A gainst
Fire an d Storm [
O FFIC E o f COMPANY:
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA. |
A. D. FETTER O LF, Secretary. '
B. W. DAMBLY, Pres., Skippack.JI

A3 ^

O. RAM BO,

TO G E T
Painter and Paperhanger
O O LL E G EV ILL E ,

PERKIQMEIi VALLEY MUTUAL
FIRE IHSURANCE COMPANY

pa

L a te s t designs of w all paper.

A B A G OF

YERKES, PÄ.

.

BU TCH ER AND D EA LER IN

1-18

|? O R S A L E .—F a rm s, residences, hotels,
b u ild in g sites—a ll locations, price&.and
te rm s. A lso a n u m b e r of bouses in N o rris
tow n, B rid g e p o rt a n d U onsbohocken.
M oney to lo an on first m o rtg ag e.
THOM AS W ILSON,
O ollegeville, Pa,

“There goes one of our most noted
surgeons.” “He seems absent-mind
ed.” “So he does. He looks as if he
might have mislaid an eppendix some
where.”—Birmingham Age-Herald.

IR YM L. FAUST]
F r e s h a n d S m o k e d M e a ts |

DAIRYFEEÍ

Pork in Season
The Feed without a Filler"

TRY A TON
FOB SALE AT

Oollegeville Mills.

Visits Collegeviile, Trappe and vi-t
cinity every W ednesday and
Saturday. Evansburg, Tuesdays and Fridays,
The journey of high honor lies not
in smooth ways.—Sir'Philip Sidney,;

W hen Lands Do
Not M atter
*

C H A N D L E R
A

N

D

OVERLAND CARS
Get in line for the newly designed Chandler Car.
It will be attractive, will stand wear and tear, and sells
for less money than any car of its class. Reduced
$300 from 1 9 1 8 prices. Orders taken at once. Don’t
postpone ordering a C H A N D L E R CAR.

SECOND-HAND CADS
AND F*ARTS O F C A R S
OPEN EVERY DAY and NIGHT TO SERVE
THE TRADE
CARS TO H IR E.
A ll makes of cars repaired.

COLLEGEVILLE GARAGE
HENRY YOST, JR., Proprietor

Sturges’ Store

1

TRAPPE, PA.

80,000 P e o p le
are kept warm in

winter with

IS ALWAYS FILLED

F reed S team an d Hot W ater
H eaters ?
Perhaps a number „of your friends are
among this vast throng.
Ask your fitter or plumber for an esti-,;
mate to make your home comfortable
with one of these heaters.
MANUFACTURED BY

F R E E D H E A T E R CO.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

M EN’S WRIST WATCHES
Thin model, odd shapes, friction buckle, leather Strap;
hands and numerals visible in dark.

■ J. D. SALLADE
16 E a st M ain S t., N orristow n

O TJLBER TS’
D R U G

S T O R E

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
0<

KDHNT’S BAKERY S EVERYTHING

I

I

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .
SOLE

AGENT

FO R

YOU MAY

BURDAFSI
UNEXCELLED

NEED

i

At the ODD ST O R E on

ICE CREAMI

the corner, where there is

FIRST-CLASS

ALWAYS

Bread
«
Cakes I

I
I

i

|

Charles Kuhnt. I
hmmiw m m ■niiwiimi n

C andies P ies, Etc.

IBP“ ORDERS FOR WEDDINGS,
F U N E R A L S and P A R T I E S
Q promptly attended to.

nm «

STOCK

at

A

FULL

the

R IG H T

PRICES,

GROCERIES

I

Of- whatever kind, canned
and dried fruits ; quality
and variety to meet all re

m

quirements. .
Dry Goods, Gents’ Furn

Fresh Groceries

ishing

- AT

Old

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Store

Daniel H. B artm an

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
S v Daily and Sunday Papers
S

and

welcome.

new

patrons
*

FENTON’S STORE
Collegeville, Pa.

Arrow Collars a specialty

y

Hardware,

ments, etc., etc.

NOTIONS

Coffee, Canned Goods,
Dried Fruits, Confectionery

Goods,

Paints, Oils, Garden Imple

DRY GOODS

^

DEAD ANIMALS
REMOVED

$4 to $5 p e r head for horses o r cows,
A ll sto ck w ith badly dam aged hides, o r u n 
d e r size, paid to r acco rd in g to th e ir value.
I pay as h igh as $8.00 for s tric tly F a t
H orses d eliv ered to m y place,

Geo, W . Schw eiker,
Providence Square, Pa.

D on’t forget to get your pub

New Standard”

I. C. & M. C. LANDES

Goodyear and other tires on hand.

DO YOU KNOW that approximately

wins tnat youi> riches tempted
VICTORIAN ERA WORTH WHILE
That would break my heart.”
“Oh!” he said easily, “I’m not a mil
lionaire, if that’s what’s worrying you. Deserved Rebuke for Those Who 8mlie
at Epoch Which Had Many
Don’t punish me because of the little
Good Points.
grandfather left me.”
But she was obdurate. “I ■cannot
Why do the.-heathen rage against the
marry you,” she repeated.
“Don’t you love me?” he Insisted. Victorian epoch? Men who lived
By 8. B. «ACKLEY
Hut she turned her telltale face away. through a great part of It found it
“I wlll-t come back,”, he said then, exciting, Interesting, amusing and
white and unhappy, “when you have sometimes terrible. Talleyrand once More Headaches
(Copyright. 191 », by the>.McGlur* Now»said that nobody could understand the th a n w ith m edicine. T his is a very sim ple
had ~ttme to think It over.”
paper Syndicate.)
• “No," she^. said, her voice shaking, real delights of society unless he had rem edy b u t effective. Come a n d see me,
He had been on the road with the six -“do, not .come, I cannot ever marry lived' before the French revolution.
THE UNIVERSA-L CA'JJ
A. B. PARKER, Optometrist
Similarly, what young person, or near
fine saddlers he would not trust to any *you.”
body else’s care, several-hot. fatlgulng • In May the city was full of fair vis young person, of today can experience aio DeKaib S t.f NORRISTOWN, Pa.
days, and his ’long form Tslid—wearilyE itors. One noon when Allsie's whole the delights of the time when It was
■body ached with weariness, her heart possible to begin at ease the first chap
Into the restaurant chair.
Remember that when you briug your Eord car to
“A bite and a sup for you* Gilbert most of all, two Southerners sat at her ter of a volume of Dickens or Thack
T H E
us
for
mechanical attention that you get the genuine
eray,
to
wait
Impatiently
for
George
table.
Shore—then bed—the glories Of Frisco
“I heard Gilbert Shore got badly Eliot’s new novel or even to bear the
‘can wait," he thought.
Ford service materials, experienced workmen and
just across from him dined a man' smashed up out fox hunting about two shock of Robert Buchanan’s famous u
Ford factory prices. Your Ford is too useful, too
of fifty with a neck and a girth the months ago,” the younger man re review of Swinburne? There were. too,
valuable to take chances with poor, mechanics, with
marked
to
the
older.*
“Ho*v
is
he
the terrors occasioned by Mrs. Harriet
like of which young Shore never-reBeecher Stowe when her fierce Puritan
' membered seeing outside the stock- these days, doctor?”.
equally poor quality materials. Bring it to us and
“He’s doing no good,” the older man friendship induced her to print the
yards. The slim young waitress who
save both time and money. We are authorized Ford
served him brought Iced water and answered, and Allsie’s heart -stood, confidences of Lady Byron! Our eyes
P
O
L
I
C
Y
dealers, trusted by the Ford Motor Company to look
hot soup, cold milk and hot coffee, and quite still. “When I told him the other were turned towards England, It is
after the wants of Ford owners—that’s the assurance
It seemed to the Kentuckian every day If he didn’t try he’d never get so true, yet Hawthorne and Emerson were
ONE-DOLLAR-A-MONTH pro
known meat, salad, vegetable, but cen he could walk or get well, he said: ‘I not only discussed, but read. Among vides benefits for loss of time
we offer. We are getting a few Ford cars and first
{wish, to please.you, doctor; I wish I the lesser lights there were Gall Ham through accident or sickness. No
sure only rewarded her efforts.
come
first to receive delivery.
“What have you for dessert?” the .could take more Interest In getting well, ilton and James Fields, whose very medical examination.
but what’s the use?’ Something besides satisfying literary essays were great
eater finally demanded.
“Lemon pie, snow pudding, rasp his Injury’s troubling him, Raymond. features of the Atlantic Monthly. • IN SU R ES men up to the age of |
I’m going to prod him into telling me People really did not spend their time 65 years, and business and profess
berries, and strawberry Ice cream.’1
in singing “Juanita” or In reading ional women.
“I’ll take ’em!” he growled, “and Iwhen I get backI”
! - A few days later a young man alt- “Oulda” on the. sly, nor did all the
bring ’em quick!"
Pill in blanks and ask for iuforWatching this Interesting specimen ;ting In an Invalid’s chair on the women dress In the magentas and solAUTH ORIZED FORD D E A L E R S
devour, the young man did not notice .porch of a fine country home In the ferinos In which contemporary satirists mation.
that the girl was standing at his own Blue Grass, his eyes closed, suddenly clothed the ladies of the middle periods
felt a pair of strong arms around his of Victoria and Eugenie. The Crimean
elbow.
Y E R K E S, PA.
Francis W. Wack
and Civil wars, so microscopic to the
“Your order, please,” she was say {neck.
“Oh, Gilbert,” tt soft voice breathed, careless young, the Franco-Prusslan
District Agent
ing.
Her cheeks were flushed with her “tell me you are not going to die! I struggle which preluded the chaos of
SC H W EN K SV ILLE, PA.
1014, -were events that kept our minds
encounter with the fat brute, her soft came—came—”
voice was hot quite steady and there i For a moment he looked at her un from stagnating; and there were doers
was a mist in her eyes—eyes deep and comprehending, then his eyes lighted and thinkers in Europe worth our con NAME.
dark blue like the ocean when the sum .with triumphant happiness. “And so stant consideration.—Maurice Francis
'you came to do good to the dying? Egan In Yale Review.
mer sun Is over *It.
ADDRESS
I
A wave of protecting tenderness Oh, Little White Apron, can’t you do
.good
to
the
living
and
stay
with
him
swept over Shore; he made much ado
FORGOT PROMISE TO CLIENT OCCUPATION..............
AGE.
to keep from pushing away his simple {forever?” Then he added In tender
order and feasting his eyes on her. win {whimsicality; “I ought to tell you,
One, I’ve still got what
Eminent Lawyer Talked Altogether
some face, but he was a diffident young .Particular
Too Freely Over His Whleky and man, and a gentleman, so he pretend grandfather gave me!"
She raised her head from his breast.
Soda at the Club.
ed to eat, and used his eyes only by
“I’ve thought It over,” she said. “It
stealth.
doesn’t matter I”
Sir Thomas Lipton spoke in a Y. M.
And the girl? Long ago Ailsle Ran
C. A. address In New York about
dolph had. learned that silent unrespon
siveness to all social advances of the CITY OF STONES AND SAINTS» honor among business men. ,
“Too many business men,” he said,
young masculine customer was a girl’s
safeguard from Insult, hut she looked Old Spanish 8tronghold of Avila Has “fall from honor thoughtlessly. They
THE INDEPENDENT
are like .an eminent divorce lawyer
Long Been Known by That
at the young man with his fine eyes,
whom
I
overheard
one
night
prattling
Peculiar Cognomen.
his clear, healthy skin and his charm
E stablished in: 1875, is now in
over his whisky and soda at the club.
ing manner and almost wished that he
“
‘Yes,’
said
the
eminent
lawyer,
its 45th year. It continu es
Avila is an ancient Spanish strong
would ask her to go out with him.
hold now known as the city of stones ‘she’s a very beautiful woman. Nerv
But he did not.
to
rem ain stea d fa st in its
However, on his third day in San and saints. The stones are prominent ous, of course—of course very nervous
just
now.
So
I
said
to
her
gently,
purpose to en tertain its readFrancisco the aristocratic old lady enough In the high wall, broken by clrW ITH WELL ASSORTED
with whom he lived on the great Blue .cular towers, which surrounds the city as soon as I’d sent my secretary out
ers
w ith w holesom e reading
of
the
room:
“Now,
my
dear
lupy,
I
STOCK” IN EVERY DE
and In the past kept out undesirable
' visitors. Some people say, however, know In these cases there are many
m atter and stim u la te th o u g h t
PARTMENT.
{that the term stones' refers to the little details which a woman of your
by
expres$ing th e opinions and
position
and
refinement
is
most
reluc
Atone pigs which decorate the city In
unexpected places. No spot Is too tant to divulge. But- It Is necessary, If
EVERYTHING KEPT IN
convictions of its editor.
sacred for these roughly carved pigs, our case Is to succeed,, that I be fully
0 . .
A
GENERAL
STORE
AL
acquainted
with
all
you
have
had
to
which fact recalls the tradition that
suffer.
Of
course
you
will
understand
THE IN D E PE N D E N T '
when paganism ruled In Avila these
WAYS-ON HAND.
grotesque animals were themselves ob that what you tell me will never go
believes , in Free T hought and
jects of veneration. But today they beyond the four walls of this room.
OUR AIM IS TO MEET
provoke only jests in spite of their at I shall regard your confidence as ab
Free Speech, w ith due respect
solutely sacred, and you need have no
titudes of haughty aloofness.
TH E W A N T S OF PA
hesitation
In
revealing
all*
for
you
may
for
all h on est differences ofThe. saint part of the stones and
TRONS BOTH IN ASSORT
saints epithet Is adequately represent be sure that no other human being will
opinion. Error sh rin ks from in=
ed by Santa Teresa, the most beloved ever learn from me the details of your
MENT AND QUALITY.
v estig a tio n and d i s c u s s i o n .
' saint of Spain, who spent most of her troubles.” Well, that gave her more
life in Avlia. Santa Teresa started confidence, of course, and, gentlemen,
Free discu ssion finally esta b 
her career of saintliness at seven this Is what she told me.’ ”
REASONABLE PRICES
years of age, when she tried to get
lish es Truth and disrobes Error.,
herself martyred by the Moors outside
London and the Birds.
the city walls. She was deterred
YOURS TO SERVE
After the news from Strassburg that
THE INDEPENDENT
from achieving this at the critical mo the storks have returned with the end
ment by her relatives. Later, tradition of the war to the old Alsatian city, and
Needs, and w ill alw ays appreci
states, she was transported to heaven are to be seen dally, as In time past,
and given Instructions on building and pluming themselves in the Place de
a te, th e support of all its loyal
running a convent,, after which she re Broglie, comes the news from London
S¡¡§¡ C. S tu r z e s
readers and of all patrons of
turned to earth and spent the rest of that one of the unusual features of this
hpr life carrying out the celestial or first spring after the war is the pres Auto Delivery
its advertising and job printing
Both ’Phones
ders, and thereby winning'the love of ence of the beautiful larger birds In
departm ents. It is unsurpassed
“I’ll Take 'Em,” He Growled.
the people.
the English capital. So writes a corre
spondent
of
the
Observer,
of
London;
as an advertising m edium in
Grass stock farm received a telegram:
First “Gas Masks."
‘On the fringes,” he says, “kestrels are
“Will be detained longer than I ex
th e m iddle section of M ontgom 
The first apparatus to enable per now quite common, and In many places
pected.' Start back Tuesday.”
sons
to
enter
a
noxious
Inflammable
you
may
see
their
wonderful
flight.
ery
county. The job printing
“Oh, Grandmother Girl, if you knew
why I am staying,” he thought whim atmosphere was called the “aero- The handsome Jays betray .their pres
done a t th e office of th e INDE
sically, “you’d say I’d been sleeping phore” and was the Invention of M. ence In many wooded. gardens that
Denayrrouze, a French inventor and* knew them not, by their screech, or
PENDENT m a tch es, in q u ality
In the moonlight of my lost senses 1’*
On the evening he ate his twentieth scientist. It was first tested at' 'Chat the white flash of their wings ; spar
th e better grades of work done
meal at the Bay View restaurant, ham, England, 44 years ago, and was row-hawks and carrion crows are com
the man of the thick neck was leaving reported successful. Vast Improve ing to be common ; and even the mag
in an y printing office.
on this device, which comprised pie has been seen where for years *he
just as he took his seat at the next ments
an air-pump and flexible tubing, have has been unknown.” And now that
table.
THE INDEPENDENT,
been made, and these have saved they have come, no doubt some way
“That man needs a man to punch since
lives of hundreds in mine acci will be found of so convincing them of
his head for bullying a little thing the
Collegeville, Pa.
and other disasters where rescue their welcome that they will come
like you,” he remarked. “I’d just dents
rork would he impossible without their again.
like—”
use.
“Oh, sir, please,” she Interrupted
FROM THE FOREST
him half frightened, “he’s a regular
The Claim of Runymede.
At
the
End—Youth.
customer here 1 I—I don’t really mind.
Every now and again, it is given to to the mill, from the mill to our j
If I had created men and women, I some’ - man somewhere to utter a
One—one gets used to the unpleasant
should have framed them on a type “heaven-sent phrase,” which brings yard, enables us to sell
ness here!”
widely
different from that which has with It Instant and almost startling
Shore’s heart prompted him to say:
“Little one, let me take you away from actually prevailed—that of the higher illumination on a question, where long
all this unpleasantness f o r e v e r B u t mammifers. I should have made men columns of explanation and long mo
he only said somewhat diffidently that and women, not to resemble the great ments of eloquence might utterly fall. at prices that defy competition.
tf she would let him, he would take her apes as they do, but on the models of Such a phrase came from Josephus
to see a good play somewhere that insects which, after a life as caterpil Daniels, the secretary of the United We’ve the variety to meet every
lars, change into butterflies, and for States navy, the other day, In the demand, as well as the grade and
evening.
fj
DIRE MENACE TO TRAVELER.
Allsie’s heart leaped, but she fal the brief final term of their existence course of one of his speeches In Eng size.
As to prices, they are al
Although the tropical shrubs of
TO MAKE YOUR BOOK MORE
tered: “I do not go out with custom have no thought but to love and be land. “No Englishman,” declared Mr. ways low enough, but once in a
Queensland are luxuriant and beauti
ers!” Then she fled to the kitchen. lovely. I should have set youth at the Daniels, “has more claim to Runymede
ENJOYABLE
ful, they are not without their dan
while our low goes even lower.,
When she came back he was gone, end of the human span.—From “The than I.”—Christian Science Monitor.
You should be able to see the
gerous drawbacks, for there is one
and a twisted bit of paper and. a single Garden of Epicurus,”' by Anatole
and this is one of the times. Ask
type easily and without strain,
plant among them that is deadly in
Marechal Nlel rose lay beside his plate. France.
Tunnel Through the Pyrenees.
and
follow
through
page
after
the first carpenter you meet about
its effects. This is the stinging tree.
“Oh, Little White Apron,” the note
page without effort.
The rigors of mountain weather, op our stock, deliveries and prices.
If a certain portion of the traveler’s
said, “I wish I could feel that you trust
position from the national ministries
A slight change in your glasses
The Old Name for Windsor.
body is burned by the stinging tree
me, stranger that I am 1 I like to think
may make a remarkable differ
English royalty has resided at Wind of war, and a difference In gauge have
death will follow.
there Is nothing in my face to frighten sor-castle ever since Edward the Con all united in the past to prevent an
ence in your reading.
“Sometimes while shooting turkeys
a girl. I’m leaving in the morning, but fessor built a hunting lodge just at effective joining of French and Span
It-will
cost
you
nothing
to
find
CO A L, LUM BER, FEED ,
in the scrubs I have entirely forgotten
I shall see you again, for I’m coming the place where there came a great ish railways, says Popular Mechanics
out. We will gladly make the
necessary examination and guar
the stinging tree till warned of its
UOLLKOEVTT/LK, PA
back to see If you believe In the mes curve in the. gentle river.
In his Magazine. Work on the project has
antee you satisfaction.
close proximity by its smell,” said a
sage of the rose!"
been
carried
on
since
1914,
however,
“Child’s Guide to London,” Mr. A. A.
No drops used.
visitor to Queensland. “I was only
It was signed “Gilbert Shore, "Bon Methley writes that the old name for and it Is now announced that a new
once stung, and that very lightly. Its
Aqua Farms, Treadwell, Ky.”
K. R. STONE, Optometrist,
the place was Windleshora or Windle- tunnel from Ax, in France, to Pulg“What Is the sentiment of the Mare shores, which may have meant “Wind cerda, on the "Spanish side, has been
effects are curious; it leaves no mark,
With W. L. Stone,
but the pain is maddening, and for
chal Nlel rose, Sissy!” the girl asked ing shore,” from the curve of the river broken through, and will cement this
COLLEG EV ILLE, PA.
210 High Street, Pottstown, Pa.
her widowed sister that evening.
months afterward the part when
at this point. Other say, however, desirable union more firmly.
Corona reached for, the dictionary. that the word Is derived from the
Bell ’Phone 321-w
I touched is tender, in rainy weather or
“ ‘Adoration,’ or ‘yours, heart and Saxon “Wlndle,” a willow tree.
when it gets wet in washing.
Not So Equal.
soul.’ ” she quoted.
“I have seen a man who treats or
“Don’t you like to get back to na
Ailsle slipped back to her room and
dinary pain lightly roll on the ground
ture, where all men are equal?”
held the delicate rose for a long trem
in agony after being stung, and I have
To Fill Floor Cracks.
“Yes, but it doesn’t always work out
WHEN YOU NEED
ulous moment to her lips. “If only I
known a horse so completely mad, af
A very complete filling for open that way. Summer cottagers are In
knew he meant it I” she whispered. cracks In floors may be made by thor clined to snub the campers.”
ter getting into a grove of these trees,
Steam or Hot Water
He was so lovable and so good-looking, oughly soaking old newspapers In a
that he rushed open-mouthed at every
but there were so many with good paste made of one pound of flour to
one who approached him and had to be
Runes.
Heating or Plumbing shot. Dogs, when stung, will rush out
looks and bad Intentions 1 “And,” she three quarts of water, or a less quan“Runes” were the letters of the al
thought bitterly, “he Is rich and I am Ity In those proportions. Put one ta phabet used By the old Teutonic
whining piteously, biting pieces from
Of any kind Well and satisfactorily the affected part.. The small stinging
a beggar 1”
blespoonful of alum, in the mixture tribes. The word means hidden lore.
One evening In February she saw and stir thoroughly until brought to The earliest.runes, were merely fanci
trees, a few inches high, are as dang
done at reasonable prices,
him enter the restaurant again. He a boiling heat. Make the final mixture ful signs supposed to possess mysteri
erous as any, being hard to see and
call on
came straight to her table, his brown about as thick as putty and apply with ous power.
seriously impeding one’s ankles.”
The letters were even
Funerals entrusted to my charge will
eyes eager, glad.
a putty knife. It. will harden like considered magical, and were cast Into
The stinging tree emits a peculiar
8« S C H A T Z and disagreeable smell. It is best
“Oh, Little White Apron,” he said papier mache.
the air, written separately upon chips, receive my careful and painstaking at L .
’Phone No. 18.
softly, “I couldn’t stay away any long
to fall as fate determined, on a cloth tention.
known, however, by its leaf, which is
Collegeville, Pa.
er! Do you believe what the rose
and to be read by the Interpreters.
nearly round with a point at the top.
told?. Do you trust me enough to
Statement That Counts.
BOTH 7PH ONES
The association of the runic letters
Do not let the man who says, “This with heathen superstitions caused the
go out to the theater with me this eve
ERANK W. SHALK0P Estim ates Cheerfully Furnished.
“OLD KING COLE.”
ning?”
Is the year when I am going to show first Christian teachers to discourage
The first reference to- “Old King
Ailsle fought back the happiness you how to farm It,” think that he will their use. ■
Cole,” the “merry old soul” of the
looking out of her eyes. “I must work have all clear sailing. He will meet
famous nursery rhyme, mas made in a'
until twelve,” she told him, “but you wildcats and bears at every turn, and
TRAPPE, PA.
book written by Dr. William King,
Two Bites and a Sup.
may go and call on my married sister he may consider himself lucky If he
who was born in 1636. It is probable
While many of our familiar com
and my Invalid father. But do not gets' off with a whole hide. The big
—and —
that the song was composed in the
thing Is to stand on the far end of the parisons have been scrapped by mod
stay late. Father must sleep early.”
“He will not go,” she told herself bit field when the harvest Is gathered In ern conditions, new comparisons are
L o w e s t T?rices seventeenth century, although some
investiators think it much older.
terly. “He will not gol They never and be able to say, “I did what I said taking their places—for example: “As
.
- - IN —
quickly over as a movie meal.”—Bos
do 1” But even as she said It her heart I would I”—Exchange.
Halliwell identifies the merry mon
ton Transcript.
whispered that she believed he would.
arch with Cole or Coel, a semi-mythi
“He Is rich and we have nothing,
cal king of Britain who is supposed
And Then They Worked Hard.
Corona,” Ailsle remonstrated when
to have reigned in the third century.
It
takes
four
men
to
give
sfh
ele
Forecast of the Future.
Corona told her In delight she had ac
The Scots also have an “Old King
castor oil, the dose being 128
It will be a great day when wire
cepted Shore’s Invitation for them all phant
Coul,” said to have lived in the fifth
ounces.
We
have
known
It
to
take
No effort spared to tneet the fullest
to go motoring with him the next day. three women and two men to give a less telephony Is so perfected that a
century. Freeman and other his
"We are not the people he belongs small boy castor oil, dose only one man can have a receiver In his hat expectations of those who engage my
torians say a King Cole ruled Britain
—
CALL
ON
—
and be managed by his wife all the services.
with,’’
in the sixth century. There are many
time.—Chicago News.
When two weeks later Shore asked dram.
Trains met at all stations. Prompt at
who assert that the reference to the
Ailsle to marry him the girl could not
tention to calls by telephone or telegraph.
pipe indicates that Old King Cole
keep the glow of joy out of her face,
lived at a period after Raleigh had
Optimistic Thought.
Optimistio
Thought
.
{
but she crushed It from her voice.
introduced tobacco into Europe, but
Youth is the period of building up
ROYERSFORD
Against stupidity the very gods
The principal foundations of all
“I cannot,” she told him. “You might
this does not necessarily follow, as a
in habits and hopes and faiths.—RusAght
In vain.
states
are
good
laws
and
jood
arms.
remember one day that I was poor and
kin.
Walnut St. and Seventh Ays. pipe migh mean a musical instrument.

Bell ’phone ll-R-12, OoUegevlIle, Pa.

Literary friendship is a sympathy
lic sales in the I n d e p e n d e n t , a n d
not of manners, but of feelings.—
attract buyers.
P ’lraeli,

LUMBER

W.H.GRISTOCK'S SONS
JOHN L. BECHTEL

Furnishing Undertaker and
Embalmer.

Undertaker Embalmer

For la te s t Designs

H. E. BRANDT

EVANSBURG

IN MEMORIAM.

It has pleased the Supreme
Architect of the universe to remove from
our midst,our late companion, HARRY
MANNAL, and
W h e r e a s , The intimate relations held
by our deceased companion with the
members of this Lodge render it proper
that we should place on record our ap
preciation of his service as a Knight of
Friendship, and his merits as a man.
Therefore, be it
Resolved, By Limerick Chamber, No.
88, on the Registry of the Lodge, that
while we bow with humble submission
to the will of the Most High, we do not
less mourn the loss of our companion,
who has been called from labor to rest.
Resolved, That in the death of Harry
Mannal this Lodge has lost a Companion
who was always active and zealous in his
work as a Knight of Friendship, ever
ready to succor the needy and distress of
the fraternity, prompt to advance the
interests of the order, devoted to its wel
fare and prosperity ; one who was wise
OAKS.
in council and fearless in action ; an
honest and upright man whose virtue
The continued heavy rains have endeared him not only to his Companions
done considerable damage to the of the Order, but to all his fellow citi
crops. The wheat and rye has been zens. Be it
Resolved, That this Lodge tender its
destroyed.
heartfelt sympathy to the family and
The colored baseball team held a relatives of our deceased Companion in
very successful dance in the Fire this their sad affliction.
House last Saturday evening. In
Resolved, That these resolutions 'be
spite of the bad weather there was entered upon the minutes of this Lodge,
and that a copy be sent to the family of
quite a large attendance.
our deceased Companion.
John C. Dettra & Co. are getting
COMMITTEE.
extensive improvements made to their
Limerick Square, Pa., July i 5 >I 9I9W

h ereas,

¿'Mrs. Frank S. Ballentine, Jr., of
Fort Myers, Florida, is visiting her
parents, Dr. and Mrs. M. Y. Weber—
Mr. Alfred Ballentin^ also of Fort
Myers, who has just been discharged
from the aviation service of the U. S.,
is spending a few days here.
Harold Weber was a few days ago
released from service in the U. S.
Navy.
Mrs. Esther Bingham has moved
to Philadelphia,
David B. Anderson is laying a ce
ment pavement in front of his resi
dence. Jacob Sterner is doing the
work.
A "portion of the wall of the bridge
over the Skippack creek at Keyser’s
Mill fell out Monday night.

private offices.
The Oaks Fire Co, will hold a dance
• on August 9 with Rehrer’s orchestra
from Norristown; furnishing the
music.
If it stops raining before August 9
St Paul’s Sunday school will have
their annual picnic on that day.
Daniel McBride has been discharged
from the U. S. service. He was lo
cated at Camp Dix, N. J.

M Y ST IC S H R IN E .

T > U B U IC S A L E O P

F R E S H COWS !
75 SHOATS AND PIGS.

&
Will be sold at public sale on FRI
DAY, JULY 25, 1919, at Otterstetter’s
hotel, Limerick Square, Pa., ,28 head of
extra good fresh and springer cows and
75 hogs, shoats and pigs. This stock
was selected right off the farms at Newville, Cumberland county, Pa. A lot of
very good Holsteins in this load. This
is all well-bred and healthy stock. Sale
at 1„30 o’clock p. m. Conditions by
F. H. PETERMAN,
Auctioneer and Selle/.
M. B. Lindermau-pClerk.
P U B L IC SALE OP 2 CARLOADS OP

F R E f e COW S!

ESTATE NOTICE.—Estate of Emma
Daub, late of Collegeville, Montgomery
county, deceased. Letters of adminis
tration on the above estate having been
granted the undersigned, all persons in
debted to said-estate are requested to
make immediate payment, and those
having legal claims to present the same
without delay to
WILLIAM H. DAUB,
Collegeville, Pa.
Or his attorneys, Evans, High, Dettra &
Swartz, Norristown, Pa.
7-10
ESTATE NOTICE—Estate of Anthony
C, Poley, late of the borough of Trappe,
deceased. Letters testamentary on the
above estate having been granted the un
dersigned, -all persons. indebted to said
estate are requested to make immediate
payment, and those having legal claims
to present the same without delay to
J. VINCENT POLEY, Royersford,
ELMER S. POLEY, Trappe,
7-17
-y
Executors.

100 SHOATS.

ESTATE NOTICE.—Estate of Amos

Wanner, late of Upper Providence, Mont
gomery county, deceased. Letters of ad
ministration on the above estate having
been granted the undersigned, all per
sons indebted to said estate are requested
to make immediate payment, and those
having legal claims, to present the same
without delay to
JOHN WANNER, Administrator,
Royersford, R. D.
Or his attorney, E. F. Slough, Norris
town, Pa.
7-17

Will be sold at publié sale on THURS
DAY, JULY 31, 1919, at Perkiomen
Bridge hotel, two carloads of fresh cows
and springers—one carload from the
Cumberland Valley and/one carload from
Centre county. Also 100 feeding shoats
weighing from 30 to too lbs. I will have
the tows that will fill your buckets and
make money for you. The shoats are
the kind you will like. I will have a big
lot to sell. Sale at 1.30 p. m. Condi
NOTICE.--In the Orphans’ Court of
tions by
JONAS P. FISHER.
Montgomery County, Pa,
F. H. Peterman', Auctioneer.
Estate of John Tedoroff, late of the
M. B. Linderman, Clerk.
township of Lower Salford, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given that on June
E X T R A O R D IN A R Y P U B L IC S A L E
30th, 1919, B. Wittnan Dambly, adminis
trator of said estate, presented his peti
tion to said Court praying for a decree of
Cows, Hogs, Chickens,
private sale of a certain messuage and
Machinery !
ot of land, containing fifty-nine acres Of
laud, more or less, situate in the town
ship of Lower Salford, aforesaid, to
Charles Freas, for the sum of four thou
FRIDAY, JULY 25, 1919, at my farm sand two hundred dollars ($4,200), in
at Port Providence, Montgomery county, which is included the sum of TwentyPenna.
five hundred dollars, being the principal
Intending to turn to Holsteins exclu, sum of two mortgages to which the prop
sively and gradually to pedigreed stock, erty will be sold subject. The Court has
I will offer my GRADE COWS and fixed Friday, August 1, 1919, at to a. m.,
HEIFERS and one fine young HOL for hearing said petition. Unless excep
STEIN BULL, about 45 in all. They are tions to the granting of said petition or
a good lot, as fine as can be found ; objection to said sale on account of price,
fresh, springers and milkers ; many in or an offer to pay a substantial increase
calf to my registered Holstein bull. They therefor, be filed with the clerk of ¿aid
should be especially attractive to those court oh or before the day fixed for hear
interested in real cows.
ing, or with the court at the heating, a
I will also offer about 25 BERKSHIRE final decree will be entered.
B. WITMAN DAMBLY,
HOGS and PIGS from registered sires.
Administrator.
About 75 BLACK LEGHORN HENS.
Henjy M, Brownback, Attorney. .7-3
A lot of GOOD FARM MACHINERY,
wagons, and numerous other articles.
J ? E P O R T O P T H E C O N D IT IO N
Sale at one o’clock p. m.
WM. KOLB, JR.

T K 7

Super=Value
CLOTHES EVENT
“66” Sale Begins Saturday, July 19

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC
IRON
The N ew Sim plex Iron has tw ice th e stren g th ,
longer life, and greater value, th a n
in ordinary Irons.
Ironing is one task that must be taken care of
every hom e-

Lighten

ing day an easy day by
E L E C T R I C IR O N S .

•

■

•

in

that task and make your iron
using

the

NEW

,/

COUNTIES GAS AND ELECTRIC CO.

NATIONAL BANK

fl£ f

EYE TALKS

[Prosperity

Efficiency

G L A S S E S

HAUSSMANN & CO.

Larro-Feed

PEACE TREATY has been signed but
th e era of reconstruction has n o t y et
arrived ; th e clo th in g m ark et as a w hole
has n ot y e t felt th e tra n sitio n from w ar
to peace=-supply and dem and are still
far apart. W e say to you quite frankly
th a t there is every indication th a t fall
prices w ill be higher th an w ar tim e
prices. Your in terest in su ch a condi=
tion is n a tu ra lly g r ea t; th e opportunity
for profitable bûying is again presented.
W e’re going to clear our desks ; all
FANCY SUMMER

S IM P L E X

The ancient and Arabic Order of the
W e offer very easy terms of payment during July, of
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine was
founded 1,400 years ago at Mecca,
$6.50; 50 Cents with the order and the balance at the
Arabia. The modern order is of com
convenient rate of $1.00 per month.
paratively recent origin. It was
founded at New York in 1871 by Wil
liam J. Florence, the actor. It con
Investigate or ask us to send a representative to your
tains a legend as to Arabic origin
home.
and, on its altars rest copies of the
Bible and the Koran. Tbe Mystic
STATE AGRICULTURAL DEPART Shriners are an entirely separate or
ganization from the Masonic order,
However, one of the (provisions of
MENT NOTES.
membership is that the applicant
Every time a lazy man looks at the must be either a Scottish Rite Mason,
CONSHOHOCKEN
NORRISTOWN
clock the day becomes longer.
that is to say, a Mason of the thirtyOPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS
Some people are like cider, sweet second degree, or a member of the or
der
of
Knights
Templar.
enough until it is time to work.
Sell your grain crops in the form of
THE COST
COLLEGEVILLE
WOULD BE LONELY.
beef, pork, mutton and dairy pro
.A little friend of mine is quite a
ducts.
OF LIVING
Of the Collegeville National Bank, at Col
No modern farmer can afford to mischievous little boy, and after a day H. E. Miller, Auctioneer.
legeville, in the State of Pennsylvania, at the
has gone up, wages are higher and the
of
play
with
the
boys
of
the
neighbor
close
of
business
on
June
30,
1919.
E. Miller, Clerk.
have a grade sire in use. It means
^ purchasing power of the dollar is con
hood
his
conduct
is
not
always''every
RESOURCES.
delay in improvement and loss in herd
siderably less than it was even a year
Loans and discounts. . . . . . . . . $264,928.82
value and production. A breeder will thing his mother could wish. But he d R E C I A L N O T I C E T O H O R S E
ago.
Overdrafts,
unsecured......................
138.12
win out only in_ choosing high grade is quite a lovable little chap, too, and IO B R E E D E R S . — Pedigreed Percheron y * S. bonds deposited to secure circu
To meet this condition it is necessary
Stallion,
M
ED
IU
M
.
R
e
g
istry
No.
56868,
was one day showing his affection for
lation (par value) . ................ ... . 50,000.00
pure bred sires.
P e rc h ero n Society of A m erica. Liberty Loan Bonds,
that your investments yield higher re
4, and 4 %
his mother in true boy fashion, with
License No. 160. G ray. 17 hands; p per cent, unpledged
THE ROAD TO SUCCESS - turns than formerly. We have there
................... 81,950.00
China and Japan are shipping eggs hugs and kisses. His father looked
to n w eight. T erm s. *5 00 a t service, Securities other thap u. s,
fore prepared a list of high grade bonds
*10.00 a t b irth .
bonds (not including
to the Pacific coast states. The Chi on approvingly and said: “That is IB _
Did you ever hear of a success*
reeders should use th e best sire a v ail
yielding from 5 per cent, to over 7 per
stocks) owned and un
nese eggs are small and brown re good, son. That is the way I like to able. Look a t th is one. H y Is a g re at
pledged) .........................140*571.8©
lul man or woman who had no
cent., many of them maturing within a
horse.
Total bonds, securities etc., other.
sembling a guinea egg. Japanese eggs see m? boy. Can’t you always play
few years. This list will prove interest
WM, KOLB, JR .,
Bank Account ? The College
than U. S. . . .. ..................... . 140,571.80
P o rt P rovidence. Pa. Stock of Federal Reserve bank (50 per
are larger in size, white and brown nicely and be good?” The answer 8-24
ing to any investor—particularly to the
ville
National
Bank
wants
you
2,550.00
cent, of subscription) ......................
very conservative man who has form
with the colors separated and the voiced the feeling of Young America;
Value of banking house, owned and
to succeed. You cannot succeed
erly been satisfied with comparatively
cases marked as to the color.
uuincumbered
$9,000.00
“Sure, I can, but I’d have to play by
PROPOSALS.—Sealed bids will be re Equity in banking house. . .0 . , 9.000.
small returns on his money. For fur
00 in life without a Bank Account
ceived by the Directors of the Poor of Furniture and fixtures...................... 5.000.
00
Reports for July 1 show a decline in myself."—Chicago Tribune.
ther information write to
—
no
one
does.
To
make
it
easy
Montgomery county for furnishing a Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve
the prospect for -a mammoth wheat
28,007.25
. . .....................................
for you we allow you to begin
farm wagon for use at the Montgomery CashBank
DAVID A. STORER
in vault and net amounts due
crop in the southeastern counties/of
CITY WITHIN A CITY.
Cohnty Home, according to the follow
here with $1.00 and in our In
from national b a n k s ............ ... . 49,646.59
Pennsylvania as former reports in
amount due from banks and bank
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
terest Department pay you 3 per
One of the most unusual and inter ing specifications : Carrying capacity, Net ers,
and trust companies (not in
dicated, due to rust, fly and other esting parts of New York is that three to four tons; rear brake, 36-inch
Representing
cluded ab ove). . ................... ... . xo,658.56
cent.
Why
not
start
on
the
road
causes. In other sections 'of the State quaint triangle cut off by Mott street rear wheels, four-inch tread, wood Total of items 14,15,16,17,18, $60,305.15
to
success
to-day
?
on banks located outside of city
A. B. LEACH & CO:, Inc.
the outlook is about up to the high which curves the Bowery in a half spokes, slip tongue, iron or wood axle, Checks
or town of reporting bank and
iron preferred. Specify price both with
other cash items . .........................
138.94
mark of June 1.
115 S. 4th S t ., Philadelphia
moon commonly known as Chinatown. and without body: All bids must be in Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
New Y ork
C hicago
B oston
Buffalo
The silo combines more good things John ,K, Winslow in the World Out the hands of the Steward, John H. Bart and due from U. S. Treasurer - » » 2,500.00
We pay 3 per cent, interest in our W ash in g to n P itts b u rg h L ondon, E ng.
and brings greater profits than any look says that the first Chinese settled ulan, P. P. Address R. D. Royersford,
Total . . . . . . . . .
................$645,090.08
by io a. m. on Thursday, July 31,
there in 1850 and to-day tl*ere are Pa.,
other building on the farm.
Savings Department or Certificates of
l ia b il it ie s .
1919. The Directora reserve the right to
over
5,000
in
the
little
triangle—and
Capital stock paid in . . . . 7 . . . . 50,000.00
Threshing time is here. Farmers
reject any or all bids.
Deposit.'
3% per cent, if left one year.
35,000,““
Surplus fund
......................
WM. D. HEEBNER, Controller.
should safeguard their buildings by nearly three times as many scattered
Undivided profits . . . . .
$13,030-83
and lost throughout the rest of the By W. C. IRVIN, Deputy.
Less current expenses^ interest and
7-24
seeing to it that "the engine is kept
taxes paid . . . . •. . ■ . .. . r : • • X3>030.83
P O L IT IC A L .
safe distance away and that a first- great city. Not only do its balconied
Interest and discount collected QT
credited, in advance q f «maturity
houses,
its
narrow,
crooked
streets,
class spark arrester is properly placed
WANTED.— Operators on shirts and and not earned (approximate) .#i . 1,7^3-13
and kept in good order. Most fires and its scarlet bulletin boards make pressers in laundry. Clean work ; well- Circulating notes outstanding , ... 48,400.00 F O R R E G I S T E R O F W IL E S
amount due to banks, bankers,
it
distinct
from
the
American
city,
VERSUS
lighted building ; sanitary conditions. Net
are caused by carelessness or neglect.
and trust c o m p a n ie s .................. .
1,224 08
but' also it has a constitution and A few learners taken ; car fare paid Cashier’s
3.00
checks outstanding............ 1
George
K.
Yeakel
Tip burn on potatoes is showing government of its own.
$1,227.08
while learning. Apply to THE QUAKER Total of items 32,33.34>35j
deposits subject to check 234.718.21
up after the dry, hot weather. The
CITY SHIRT MANUFACTURING CO. Individual
Dividends unpaid . . ..................
1,500.00 OF NORRISTOWN, candidate for the
If you want a thing done promptly
Republican nomination for Register of
7-17-41
Norristown, Pa.
real burning of the leaf is due to the
Total of demand
deposits, other
go to a BUSY man, the idle man
MARINE FIREFLIES.
than bank deposits,-subject to re
Wills of Montgomery county.
nun’s h§at. Bad tip bum often fol
HAS NO TIME.
serve ................................. $236,218.21
M
y P l a t fo r m : O n e T e r m .
6-¿ 2’ 19
The
bay
of
Toyama,
Japan,
is
the
Certificates
of
deposit
(other
than
fpr
lows the attack of leaf hoppers
If you want it done well /-go to the
WANTED.—A girl, or middle-aged money borrowed) . . . . . . . . .
81,335.95
successful man. A ne’er to do well
Spraying potatoes with Bordeaux scene of a peculiar phenomenon that woman, for general housework. No Other
time deposit^...............................X74>931*38
cannot be expected to accomplish
F O R C O M M IS S IO N E R
Total of time deposits subject to re-’
mixture for late and early blight re occurs each year in April and May. washing or ironing. Apply to'
serve .
$256,267.33 .
for another something he has never
MRS. F. C. POLEY,
duces the amount of tip bum greatly. The cause of it is an almost limitless
Liabilities other than those . above
succeeded in doing for himself.
Charles I. Baker
J'
Limerick, Pa.
swarm of cuttlefish that shine like 7-io-3t
stated — payments on Fourth and
Smut in wheat fields can be pre glow-worms.
Fifth Liberty L o a n s ............... 3v243.50
IF YOU WANT
OF NORRISTOWN, PA. Subject to
vented by obtaining seed from a farm
Democratic rules and the direct prim
$645,090.08
FOR SALE—One Lincoln-Rambouil T o t a l ............................... ...
The fish are tiny, says a writer in
where the disease was not present the Boston Transcript, and when they let Ewe, in fine condition, Obtained from
ary election laws. Primary election,
State of Pennsylvania, County of Montgom
the year before, or by treating the meet with anything objectionable they the Stock Farm of the More Sheep- ery, ss.
September 16, 1919.
7-17
seed with formaldehyde solution. The emit a wonderful display of phospher- More-Wool Association at Paoli. In I, W. D. Renninger, Cashier of the above
COME HERE
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
C. O. BOND,
latter is an easy means of dealing escence. SEvery spring the coasts of quire
statement is true to tbe best of my knowledge F O R D I S T R I C T A T T O R N E Y
For
our,
success is the best evidgnee
7.17
\
Collegeville, Pa.
and belief.
with the stinging smut or bunt.
that we can and will do for you all
Toyama swarm with these little crea
W. D. R EN N IN G ER , Cashier.
that skill, brains and pains can ac
Aaron S. S w artz, Jr.
tures, and fishermen go out with spec
FOR SALE.—An Avery motor (twoSubscribed and sworn to before me this
complish.
7th
day
of
July,
1919.
row) cultivator, complete with, lugs and
SUPERSTITIONS ABOUT SHOES ial nets to catch them.
Yours for clear and comfortable
NORRISTOWN, PA. Subject to Repub
' F. W. SCHEUREN,
When caught in the meshes the fish spuds. A bargain. Apply ter"
Notary Public.
sight
lican rules. Primary, September 16,
Many superstitions are connected emit their light and cause the nets to 7-17
M y commission expires May 29, 1921.
BURD P. EVANS, Trappe, Pa
1919.
7-17
Correct— Attest :
with shoes.- It is thought unlucky to sparkle as if charged with electricity.
A. D. F E TTE R O LF ,
FOR SALE.— Ten lambs and five
put either shoe on th e wrong foot. Be The people regard the sight as won
B. F. STEIN ER ,
F R A N K W. GRISTOCK,
FEED
cause Augustus Caesar was nearly as derful, and rush in g re it excitement ewes, in good condition. Address, or
Optometrists and Optieians
Directors.
apply
to
W.
R.
LANDES,
sassinated by a mutineer one day to see it. Pleasure boats are in de
N
G
B
O
7-io-3t
Collegeville, Pa
H
O
7 2 5 CHESTNUT STREET
when he put on his left shoe first,
mand on those occasions, and it is a
INSTEAD OF
T J E P O R T OK A L L E N E. BORTZ, TREASsaying has arisen that the right shoe favorite courtesy to invite a friend to
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
FOR SALE.—100,000 Celery Plants - t v URER OK SCHOOL BOARD OF TH E
must be put on first unless its owner an evening of entertainment in watch White Plume, Easy Blanching, Emperor BOROUGH OF C O LL E G E V ILLE . /
T A N K A G E
BOTH PH ONES.
G
E
N
E
R
A
.L
FUND.
wishes to court misfortune. Patha ing the sparkling cuttlefish.
NO ODOR
Giant Pascal, Winter King and Winter
R E C E IP T S
goras, the old Greek sage told his dis
Queen, 8 c. per doz.; 50c. per 100 ; $4.50
H
A
L
F
THE
C O S T J O H N lé . H E I S E Y
Balance
1917-1918..................................
$
255
per 1000. Late beet and cabbage plants Added to tax duplicate account error . . 10
ciples to put their left foot into their
HORRIBLE HABIT.
ONLY
$3.00
Per
IOO
lbs.
SACK
At
COLLEGEVILLE
GREENHOUSES
...............................................
20
Penalties
baths first. In Anglo-Saxon marri
Tax^duplicate...............‘ . . . $383<>-9 I
M ON EY BACK if results not satisfactory.
D IS T R IB U TIN G A G EN T FO R MONT
7-3-4t
-The meek little man’s wife had
ages the father-in law gave the bride’
Exonerations......................... . 16.25— 3814
F E E D IN G DIRECTIONS— M ix thoroughly 5
GOMERY COUNTY FOR
High School appropriation . . . . . . .
532
shoe to the bridegroom, who touched forced him to make application for
Hog Bon with 95 lbs. ground grains. Feed
FOR SALE.—An Edison talking ma State appropriation..................... . . . 883 33 lbs.
wet (slopped) or dry in feeders.
her on the head with it to denote his life insurance.
Tuition 1 9 1 8 ............................$ 462.50
For Sale by
Dayton Airless Tires
1919 . . ...................... 1280.25— 1742 75
“I am not- quite sure about your chine, with a bunch of 2 and 5-minute
lordly authority.
records. All for $12.00.
Interest on deposits...............................
20 00
C O L L E G E V IL L E M ILLS, Collegeville, Pa.
At one time—in the fourteenth or case,” said the doctor, shaking his
Loan
from
B
a
n
k
........................................
1200
00
P.
O.
Address :— Schwenksville, R. D. 2.
6-19
TONY De ANGELES.
LA N D E S BROS., Yerkes, Pa.
I
“
Sinking Fund . . . . . . . .
150 00
HORACE B. KR ATZ, Schw'enksville, Pa.
fifteenth century—people wore the head doubtfully. “Your heart action
Residence,
Fruitville, Pa.
3-6-6m
JACOB T R IN L E Y & SONS, Linfield, Pa.
T o ta l. ................ - ................ $8628 3$
points or beaks of their shoes so long is not what it should be. Do you use
WM. M. K E Y S E R , Oaks, Pa.
FOR GREATER PROFIT from your
M. T. HUNSICKER, Ironbridge, Pa.
E X P E N D IT U R E S
poultry feed the Landes Dry Mash, moist
that they tumbled over them when tobacco?”
The meek little man thought and or dry. If unable to get it of your deal Teachers salaries . . . . .......................$5°35 00,
CHURCH SERVICES.
they walked, and were forced to tie
Janitor and cleaniug school house . . . 390 95
Books and s u p p lie s ...............................
657 03
them to their knees by laces or chains. thought and , finally brightened per ers, write or call on us.
T
rin
ity
R eform ed C hurch, Collegeville,
1-16
LANDES BROS., Yerkes, Pa.
F u e l .....................
526 59
Notice to Taxpayers
ceptibly,
R ev. W illiam S. Clapp, pasto r, Services for
Electricity
..............................
54 9<>
“Oh, yes, doctor I—er—use an aw
R e p a ir s ........................................ ...
9378
n e x t Sunday as follow s: Sunday School a t
A WISE OLD MAN.
Paid off on l o a n .....................................
2°° 00
In pursuance to an act of Assembly approved 0 a. m . Two a d u lt B ible classes, one for m en
ful lot of it.”
State t a x ...............
62 70 March 17,1868, and supplementary acts thereto,
LAP’S PROLIFIC
“How do you use i t ? ” asked Doc
Fumigating rooms..................................
8 00 the Treasurer of Montgomery county will meet a n d one for wom en, You a re cordially in 
A shrewd old countryman was be
Interest on notes
60 46 the Taxpayers of said County at the following v ite d to jo in one of th ese classes. C hurch
“Why—hum—you
see,
I
use
it
to
P r in tin g ........................................ ... . .
27 35 named places and time fqr the purpose of re a t 10 a. m . J u n io r a n d Senior congregations
ing questioned by the vicar on his
Insurance .
................... . . . . . . .
116 53 ceiving the County and State Taxes for the year
religious tenets. He had heard the old sprinkle clothes to keep out the
w orshipping to g e th e r. J u n io r C. E., 1.80
Telephone
.....................
15 00 1919, assessed in their respective districts, viz:
p. m . Senior, O, E., 6.80 p. m . C hurch a t
G a s .......................... . . «.................. ... • 5 4 i
man was a Baptist and although he moths.”
Pottstown borough. Fourth ward, at the poll
Freight and express ...............................
5 98
“Cant
possbily
pass
you,
then,”
7.80 p, m. . Services e v ery S un d ay evening
had nothing to say against the be
for sa le
Miscellaneous expenses.........................
§5 03 ing place, Rose Cottage, Thursday, July 24, from
a t 7.80; sh o rt serm on a n d good m usic by
9 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Salaries— Tax collector..............$125.00
lief of this sect he implied that per roared Doc, as he gave the meek little
The wheat without a flaw.
Secretary « ................ 50.00
Pottstown borough, Fifth Ward, at the public th e choir. A ll m ost cordially invited*
haps the established church was the man the wink. And the m. L m. took
Treasurer
.
.
.
.
.
.
25.00
house
of
Harry
E.
Wilson,
Washington
House,
Long heads, large berry, no beards
Solicitor
ip.oo
A ugustus L u th e ra n C hurch, T rap p e , Rev.
Friday, July^s, from 9 a. m. to 2 p. m.
better road to salvation. The old man, the wink and went on his way rejoic stiff straw.
Enumerator . . . . .
i?.oo
_______"
Pottstown borough. Eighth and Tenth wards, W , O. Fegley, pasto r, S un d ay School a t 8
, after listening to the vicar’s fears on ing.
Auditors . . . . .
4.00^- 226 00
Place limited orders at once with
Interest on Loan ............................
3 57 at the public house of Ellwood Kulp, Jefferson o’clock; preach in g a t 10.16; E v en in g services
his behalf, said: “From this village to
Paid back in Sinking F u n d ..................
150 00 House, Monday, July 28, and Tuesday, July 29, a t 7.20; T each ers’ m ee tin g on W ednesday
As the soil, however rich it may be;
the market town there are three Cannot be productive without culture, E. Pt Bechtel, Royersford, Pa Balance on h a n d ...........................
404 °7 from 9 a. m. to 3 p. tn.
Taxes will be received at the Co<rnty Treasur evening.
roads. There’s the straight road along so the mind without cultivation, can
. $8628 35 er’s OffiGe, Norristown, from June.'2 to Septem*
Total
WYNDHURST FARM
St. L u k e’s R eform ed C hurch, T rappe. Rev.
ber 15, from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m.
the valley, the old coach road over the never produce good fruit.—Seneca.
ASSETS.
S. L. M essinger, D. D., pastor. Sunday
7-3-8t
Bell ’phone.
County Rate, 2 mills.
hills and the main road running along
School/ a t 8.46 a. m . P reach in g a t 10 a. m.
School building and l i l ......................$32,000.00
State Rate, 4 mills.
“Do you believe in the theory that
the park wall. When I get my wheat
School e q u ip m e n t.........................
3,450.00
M e e tin g of tn e Ju n io r
County and State. Taxes are assessed during a n d 7.46 p. m .
idiots
ought
to
be
killed
in
their
ip
to the market town they don’t say to
T o t a l ......................... ..
$35,450.oo the months of February and March, and are L eague a t k p. m. M eeting of th e H eidel
Philadelphia
Market
Report.
payable at the County Treasurer’s office from berg L eague a t 7. p. m .
B ible S tu d y
me, ‘Hullo, John, Which road did-you fancy?” “Now, I wouldn’t like to ari:
l ia b il it ie s .
June 2 to September 15; inclusive.
come by?’ but ‘What’s your wheat sWer that question right to your Wheat .....................
$2.18 to $2.39 Four per cent, bonds outstanding . . . $16,500.00 Correspondence to re.ceive attention must be m ee tin g on W ednesday evening a t 8.00»
face.”-—San Francisco Chronicle.
$2.12 to $2.14 Temporary loan Collegeville Bank . . 2,150.00 accompanied with postage for reply. Location o ’clock. A ll a re m ost c o rdially in v ite d to
like ??” _____________ _
Corn ........... .............
of each property and number of properties, with a tte n d th e services
85c. to 90c
Total . .. . . ...................... $18,650.00
Oats
.............
...........
name of borough, and number of ward, must be
“See that boy over there? He’s
S um m er schedule, St. J a m e s’ church,
D E F IN IT E L Y given.
SIN
K
IN
G
FUND.
FIND A MOTH EXTERMINATOR. nicknamed Flannel.”
“Oh, why’s Bran, per t o n ........, $45.50 to $47.50
No Statements will be sent out after Septem P erkiom en, N o rm an S to c k ett, R ecto r :
R
E
C
E
I
P
T
S
$31.00 to $37.00
Baled
hay
.
,
............
th
a
t?
”
“Because
he
shrinks
from
10 a. m „ H oly C om m union, 10.30 a. m.,
Experiments of the bureau of ento
on hand last report . . . . . . $ 190 45 ber 10th.
F at cows . . . . . . . . . . $10.00 to $12.00 Balance
There is no abatement from these taxes. M orning P ra y e r. 2 80 p. m » S unday School.
Amount taxes c o lle c te d ............ ...
990 19
mology, United States department of washing.”—Boy’s Life.
After
September
15th
they
are
placed
in
the
Interest
on
d
ep
osits............
...
12
40
Steers ................... . $13.00 to $16.00
hands of delinquent collectors, when 5 per cent, 7.30 p. m., E v en in g P ra y e r.
agriculture, have demonstrated that
Let us be true; that is the highest
$3.00 to $19.00
will be added.
T o ta l............
. ................ $1193.04
S t. C lare’s C hurch, R om an C atholic. Mass
naphthalene is uniformly effective in maxim of art and of life, the secret Sheep and lamb . . . . $18.00 to $23.80
Alljielinquent taxes must be paid to the ColE X P E N D IT U R E S
H o g s ...........
a t Collegeville ev ery S unday a t 8 a. m .; a t
protecting woolens from clothes moth, of eloquence and of virtue, and of all Live
lectoriTon, or before, December 31, 1919.
Interest
on
bonds
.
...
.
.
7
.
.
.
.
$
690
00
23c. to 40c
p o u ltry ............
G reen L ane a t 9.80, a n d a t E a s t G reenville
JOHN H. REX,
infection and in killing all stages of moral authority.—Amiel.
Bond No. 17 paid o f f ............ ...
500 00
25c. to 60c Balance
Dressed poultry . . . .
a t 10 a. m .; W illiam A. Buesser, R ector,
op hand
................... . .
3 04
Treasurer of Montgomery County, Pa.
the insect. A red cedar chest readily
44c. to 60c,
Knowledge
of
our
duties
is
the
Butter
.....................
Norristown,
Pa.,
May,
1919.
B vansburg M. E . C hurch.—Sunday School
T
o
t
a
l
$1193 04
killed all adult moths and showed con
59c. to 61c
a t 9.80 a. m . P re a ch in g a t 10.80 a. m . a n d 7.80
“We, the auditors, report that we have audited
siderable killing effect upon young most useful part of philosophy.— Eggs .........................
the accounts of the Treasurer of the College
D. m . P ra y e r m eeting, W ednesday evening.
larvae. It did not prevent the hatch Whately.
ville School Board and found same to be correct.
[Episcopal C h u rch : S t. P a u l’s M em orial.
Chance is a word void of sense;
F. W. SCHEUREN,
ing of eggq, but killed all'the result
PERFECT HEALTH WILL BE .YOURS, Oaks,
No cord nor cable can so forcibly
th e R ev ’d Caleb Oresson, R ector.
W. R. LAN DES,
w h e n using the old-fashioned and reliable
ing larvae almost immediately. Red nqjhing can exist without a cause.— draw, or hold so fast, aS love can do
Sunday Services—7.45 a. m.. 10.46 a. m „
Auditors.
herbal com poun d used in early settler d ays
cedar chips and shavings, while not Voltaire.
with a twined thread.—Burton.
8.80 p. m. W eekdays, 8.80 a, m., J2 and 5 p. m.
entirely effective in keeping the adult
P
io
n
eer
H
ealth
H
erbs
E v erybody welcom e. T he R ecto r residing in
New Mistress—“How about the af
Mrs. •Flatbush—“What’s the matter Jj^ O R S A L E —
moths from laying eggs on the flannel ternoon off?” Norah—“Sure, mum,
Clean ses stomach, liv er, kidneys, bow elsj th e re c to ry a t Oaks P. O. Pa., Bell ’phone
purifies blood. T h ousan d s praise it. Send fo r Phoenixville 5-86-J 1-1 gladly responds w hen
treated, appeared to prevent it from take wan—I’m willing’.”-—Boston with' you and Bensonhurst?” Mr.
sample and bo o k . 80 tablets 50 cents. A ge n t
Flatbush—“Oh, *he insulted me.
his m in istra tio n s a re desired. Send your
appreciable damage whên> used liber Transcript.
w anted, w rite fo r terms. E . C . T O T T E N ,
3126 E leven th Street, W ashington, D . C . ^
nam e a n a ad d ress for p arish paper. St.
“What did he say?” “Galled me an
ally.—Des Moines Register.
P a u l’s E p istle , for free d istrib u tio n .
Great men too often have greater old grouch.” “Don’t mind him The MORE-MILK FEED that’s guar
anteed.
faults than little men can find room You’re not so old, dear.”—Yonker
M ennonlte B re th re n in C hrist, G raterLANDES
BROS.,
“Did the doctor seem encouraged
Some people never make mistakes for—Landor.
Statesman.
5-15
Yerkes, Pa. about your conditioii? *\ “Yes,” said ford, Rev. E . T. Shick, pastor. Sunday
because they never try to do any
School a t 8.16a. m. P re a ch in g a t 10.80 a. m.
Some skill or other with the hands
F irst Rookie—“Where you going
thing that is worth doing.—Goethe.
Mr. Grabcoin. “I have an idea he and 7.30 p. m.
is needful for the completeness of now that the war is over?” Second
R iver B re th re n , G r& terford. P reach in g
thinks F m going to be one of the
Be lord of thy own mind;
First Fly (on paper)—“My word, the life—and makes a bridge over Rookie—’‘Some place where they
The dread of evil is the worst of ills. most profitable patients he ever had.” a t 7.80 p. m.
isn’t this just sweet?” Second Fly— times of despondency and d o u b ts don’t call stewed prunes ‘fruit.’ ”—
—Birmingham Age-Herald.
—Proctor
“Then stick to it!”—London Answers. George Elliot.
Judge.
G raterford Chapel. Preaching a t 7.30 p. m.

Seed Wheat

1

Suits in weights and colors
that can be worn the
year around
are reduced th a t w ill m ake th em th e
lo w est priced, high valu es you ever saw .
It w ill co st you n o th in g to look, it
w ill pay you w ell to buy in th e face of
higher prices th a t are com ing th is fall.
All fancy su its for m en and
boys are reduced.
B lues and
blacks are n o t included.

N

M EN’S SUITS REDUCED TO
$12.66, $14.66, $18.66, $21.66, $24.66, $26.66, $28.66,
and $34.66

BOYS’ SUITS REDUCED TO
$4.66, $6.66, $7.66, $9.66, $11.66, $12.66, $14.66, $16.66

The “ 66 ” reduction only
lim ited tim e.
D on’t p u t off.

la sts

a

W E I T Z E N K O R N ’S
NO CAR FARE PAID DURING SALES

Pottstown Pa.

AT NYGE’S SHOE STORE

You can get as much for your money in shoe wear, style
and service as can be crowded into a shoe.

M E N ’S S P R I N G SH O E S
Black and Tan Lace Shoes, $8.50 down to $3.50.
and Tan Oxfords, $7.00 down to $5.00.

Black

Ladies’ Spring Footwear
Black and Tan Oxfords, $7.00 down to_ $3.00.
Pumps, $.5.00 down to $3.50.

Black

H. L. NYCE
NORRISTOWN, PA.

EAST MAIN STREET,

RENOVATE YOUR CAR
MAKE YOUR OED CAR TOOK EIKE A 1919 MODEE
We can supply all materials, and you have the spare time. Then
why not ?
ENAMEES, TOP DRESSINGS, CUSHION DRESSINGS,
RADIATOR HOSE, BRAKE AND TRANSMISSION.
DINING, RUBBER FLOOR MATS, COCOA. MATS,
CAR-WASHING HOSE, FORD PARTS.

Diamond Fabric and Extra Ply Silvertoin Cord
United States, Goodrich, and Firestone Cords and Fabrics always in
stock.
31x3-75 Special Extra M ileageTire for1Eight Cars.

SPECIAL: Three-fourth inch Braided Garden Hose at Lowest Price.
Your visit to inspect our stock will be appreciated.

Collegeville Tire & Rubber Co.
M a in S treet, C o lle g e v ille , P a.

CLEA N IN G
Woolen Blankets,
Rugs, Etc.
“ HOW DO YOU DO IT ?”
OUR PATROLS EXCLAIM !
Well, we have the practical knowledge,
skill, plant and equipment. This along
with unusual care is the reason we are
able to clean and refinisb woolen
blankets, rugs, automobile robes, sweat
ers, afghans, or any woolen fabrics that
require that soft, clean touch to make
them desirable, in such a superior
manner.
We can restore the lustre to your furs,
fumigate them or any other goods and
free them from any insect or germ life.
Our ^barges are moderate. You bene
fit yourself by. having us do this service
for you. Your patronage appreciated.

The Scientific Renovating Works
Yerkes Station, Pa.
Established 1894.

5-1-301

C. T. H unsicker
<- COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Tin and Slate Roof Repairing
Special Attention to Roof Painting
Keystone ’phone, 19

6-26-301

Ralph F. Wlsmer
E. C. A. Moyer
Eli F. WiSmer

HIDE AND SEEK
YOU ARE THE HIDERS
WE ARE THE SEEKERS
We seek a small farm from 10 to 25
acres near a railroad or a trolley. If you
have one for sale, tell us about it.

M ontgom ery County
F arm Agency
501 Swede street. Norristown, Pa.

I HEADQUARTERS
S

— FOR -—

1 All Fruits in Season
1 ' Soft Drinks
I

CIGARS, TOBACCO

»

SPECIAL :

A

I

I Canvas Shoes
È

75 c. to |r.25 per pair.

TONY DeANdELES
S 5-22-3m Collegeville, Pa.
c»»»9teoteoteoteoteoteateoteoteo« oteo

“And yet those two women always
greet each other with the most ef
“So you’ve been married a year,
fusive cordiality .” “Yes; each takes have you? and how do you find your
pride in showing the other how artis husband?” “By ringing up his club,
tically she can conceal her real feel as a rule. How do you, dear?”—
ings.”—Boston Transcript.

